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Fredrick Töben:
YouTube – and all that idle chatter …
One of the 21st century’s electronic media success stories is YouTube the medium where individuals can post their
visual creations and be noted in commentary by like and un-like minded persons.
As with all electronic media YouTube is not any different to what preceeded it,
it, merely a variation on the same
theme – opinions expressed in an instant,
instant and the reach is global.. For example, book and newspap
newspaper censorship
has been a stock tool for politicians who fear the power of colliding with the concept upon which our world
civilisation rests: TRUTH.
Now millions express their political views and opinion makers have a problem – democratic principles, such as free
expression are diluted, and authoritarian mindsets cannot tolerate such state of affairs because no-one is listening
any more. Enter censorship on the pretext of protecting
protec
delicate ‘hurt feelings’ under the mantle of human rights
abuse and on ‘national security’ concerns.
The usual concepts are used to create a global as opposed to a national perspective: hater – Holocaust denier –
antisemtite – racist – Nazi – xenophobe,
e, which are all embodied in the concept: cybercrime.
The following material is an example of individuals responding in writing to a posting made three years ago. It
illustrates how expressed opionions degenerate into self-serving
self
name-calling
calling and outright abuse – the typical
refuge of those who fear truth as a moral virtue that brings liberation from conceptual enslavement, non-blissful
ignorance and scapegoating and creates the mindset of knowing and not just believing!!
Enjoy, particularly the comments that
hat warn Töben of being
being bankrupted much like David IIrving was bankrupted,
and linking this physical legal action to his belief system.
Perhaps we should note that a direct degeration of this media is found in Facebook and Twitter where individuals
celebrate
e their ‘friends’, and thereby their own ‘popularity’ by having a ‘friend’ list. That such matter is a good
example of a development of ‘false consciousness’ is self-evident.
self evident. Friedrich Schiller’s maxim still stands: He who
can call one soul his own…

Rare moments of the Third Reich

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0nUiIHt_gk
And why would anyone, especially Jews, be "envious and jealous"
of such total buffoons and failures, as the nazis? Envious of their
stupidity? Jealous of their swift defeat? A desire to be utter and total
failures, like they were? It kind'a seems like it's way more, the other
way 'round, don't you think? As regards "obsession", what do you
say about a fool who worships such idiots, 66 years after they were
all wiped out? *LOL*




6:36
Added: 3 years ago
From: dante55:
http://www.youtube.com/user/dante55
Views: 220,815




Jews are obsessed with Hitler and the "Nazis" because they are
envious and jealous. The fact that they obssess over AH to the
extent they do can only mean that there's love, and perhaps even
Jewish lust, in the air. *sigh*
@ssigrune

@ssigrune Actually, you're wrong. But I'll be nice and education
you. Hitler and his nazi regime were obsessed with Jews. So much
that Nazi planned premeditated, organized genocide against the
Jews. 6 Million Jews perished under the Nazi regime because of
evil, facist Nazi ideology and so their pathetic "superior" Aryan
racism that the Nazis embraced.
Thank God Hitler Lost!! I wouldn't want to live in his Aquarius
1000yr reign!



@isurfu2ube
Thank Baphomet-Yahweh
Yahweh that the Jews have the noses and faces
they do or else there'd be a lot more Jewish Mischlinge. The faces
only a mother could love.



I think Hitler should've stopped with Europe. Russia was a bad
move. Look at how beautiful Germany was. :(



The Pseudocaust - The historiographical LIE that Hitler and the
Nazis exterminated anyone via gassing or mass shooting.



@ssigrune YES, THE GASSINGS & mass shootings DID happen
during the Holocaust.Millions of people perished! Along with human
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experimentation by Joseph Mengele at Auschwitz. Your ignorance
and lies are worthless with no proof. The Holocaust is the most
documented genocide in human history. Documents authenticated
by specialists are preserved in research facilities secure in
Germany. Nazi children have confirmed the truth of the HOLOcaust
by bragging about their parents active role in the HOlocaust!
@ssigrune Rudolf Hoess confirmed the gassings & bragged about
the number of Jews gassed during his sworn testimony at his trial!
Auschwitz still stands today in Poland! THe Auschwitz blueprints
found in Berlin prove the gas chambers existed-gas chambers the
nazis used to gas Jews! Plus Adolf Eichmann complained he didn't
send enough Jews to the gas chambers!! GET YOUR FACTS
STRAIGHT! Your lies, deceit & ignorance are pathetic.
@vaughan1978
The IMT, or Nuremberg Show Trial, was an Jewish-Saxonist
charade designed to incriminate anyone and everyone. Go to PBS's
official website and look up "The Confessions". It explains how and
why innocent people incriminate themselves via false confessions.
Also read Freda Utley's book "The High Cost of Vengeance." She
debunked the IMT's credibility in just one easy step, and was paid
by the Anglo-Saxonist US government via grant money to do so.
She made a complete fool of America.
@vaughan1978
No, Eichmann didn't. All he said was that he didn't do his work
correctly and it should have been done differently. He was referring
to Jewish eimgration to palestine via Haavara and the RubleeWohlthat agreements
(which covered other emigration
destinations). As for Hoess, go to PBS and look up The
Confessions. Five innocent men, all cleared by DNA tests, self
incriminated and incriminated one another for a rape none of them
committed.
@ssigrune WRONG INFO! Do more research! You're going to
NEED IT! Your research skills & ignorance are pathetic! Eichmann
was proud that he sent millions of Jews to the gas chambers! Ask
his eldest son! His eldest son is proud of his father's role in the
Holocaust & keeps his father's inhumane, disgusting legacy alive.
Go interview him & he'll proudly declare his father's work in the
Holocaust & sending millions of Jews to gas chambers. Eichmann
wanted to make his mark-he committed genocide!
@vaughan1978
Correction: Eichmann's left ass cheeck committed genocide and I
was right there to see it. I'm writing a Pseudocaust memoir called
"The Ass that Knew too Much." Whattaya think Jew?
@ssigrune So your pathetic last attempt at namecalling because
you have no valid argument?i know that proof, truth and
justice,which I possess ALWAYS prevail in the end over ignorance,
hatred and lies, which you cling to your pathetic bigotry.Eichmann
would be ashamed of you because your denying his role in the
Holocaust that was so proud of-his son would be even more angry
because your diminishing Eichmann's inhumane, horrible
legacy.You're end up like Irving-humiliated, disgraced with
NOTHING
@ssigrune As for hoess, he incriminated himself. Redo your
research! On the witness stand, he declared how proud he was of
gassing million Jews at Auschwitz. he expressed regret that he
didn't gas more Jews! If you're a fan of Eichmann/Hoess, they
would be disappointed in you because you're not giving them credit
for exterminating millions of Jews they were so proud of.....carnage
& destruction is all they left behind.....
@vaughan1978
lol. You're Jewishness is eeking out. Try and withhold that behavior
because you're blowing your Goy cover. *wink*
@ssigrune My Jewishness? My Goy cover: CORRECTON: You
mean my equality, tolerance, understanding & knowledge over your
intolerance, bigotry, ignorance & lies. Go hang out with your fellow
pathetic friend David Irving that has been public disgraced,
humiliated, shamed since he lost his own trial that he started with
Lipstadt & her defense team. You're obviously going to need the
company because you'll end up just like him... LOL!
@ssigrune If you continue to spread lies of Holocaust denial, you'll
end up publicly disgraced, pathetic, broke & humiliated just like
David Irving.You have no proof, truth or justice on your side AT
ALL! Irving sued Lipstadt-she prevailed! Irving lost HIS OWN
lawsuit.The consequences of David irving exposed him for his
ignorance & lies-the same will happen to you. It will you nowhere-





just like Irving. Learn from the mistake of David Irving & stop with
your immaturity, lies & ignorance.
@vaughan1978
You think I would ever emulate and Anglo-Saxon? Please enlighten
me as to why I would EVER do what an Anglo-Saxon would do, the
most degenrate and criminal of all the white races?
@vaughan1978
Hey, vaughan - you repeat yourself in this response...public
disgrace? You are immature and still think it is important to be liked!
Grow up - it is far better to be embracing truth as an ideal and truth
no matter what anyone thinks of you. As a Holocaust believer you
need to prove 3 things:
1. The six million deaths;
2. The systematic state extermination process = written Hitler order;
3. Murder weapon = homicidal gas chamber.
All the rest of your writing is idle chatter.















FredrickToben 17 hours ago
@FredrickToben I've proven all of this to you. You are blind and
don't see it. Reposting the same thing as you have done shows
your lack of intellectualism! Yes, public disgrace & humiliation.
Along with your pathetic lies and desperation. It happened to irving,
it will happen to you. Don't you want to learn from Irving's mistake?
I'm being nice and helping you, but obviously you want to end up
just like Irving.
@vaughan1978
You have offered nothing but words, words - prove to me your belief
that consists of believing: six million were killed, through systematic
state extermination in mainly homicidal gas chambers. Until you
physically prove these three pillars that make up the HolocaustShoah are true, you are merely talking hot air... FredrickToben 15
hours ago
@FredrickToben Go visit Germany, see the proof I've told you
about, visit with nazi children I mentioned, then you can return to
apologize & finally abandon your ignorance & embrace the truth
that the Holocaust DID happen. Be careful what you say to
Himmler's daughter or Eichmann's son, they'll be offended you're
diminishing their parents inhumane, horrible legacy of their fathers
active role in the Holocaust. Also, learn to read again. You
obviously need to!
@vaughan1978
Your fanaticism and twisted empathetic understanding may seem to
you a smart trait to develop in pathetic point-scoring that you so
delight in, instead of being objective and seeking out the truth of a
matter. You are either ignorant of the physical facts, a liar or both,
hence your inability to inform me where the Hitler Order is that
started the process, where there is an authentic homicidal gas
chamber and that the 6 million deaths still stands. I would fail your
work. FredrickToben 11 hours ago
@FredrickToben You mean truth & justice that I have on my side?
My empathetic understanding is based on what really happened,
authenticated documents from the Nazi era. If you knew how to
read & reread my previous posts, the FInal Solution documentation
are secured in research facilities in Germany. Physical facts is the
existance of death camps that still stand today, including Auschwitz.
Your inablity to embrace the truth & facts is as pathetic as your lies
and ignorance.
@FredrickToben Along with the proof, facts & knowledge I've given
you-along with where you can find the proof. Take my advice since
you obviously need it: learn from Irving's mistake. The Holocaust
denier that lost his own lawsut-lost all credibility, disgraced with
NOTHIng! So far, you've shown you want to be publicly disgraced,
humiliated, shamed & broke just like Irving.....I'd say good luck, but
you're already headed where Irving is now-NOWHERE with
NOTHING! LOL.
@vaughan1978
Again, you are gloating and using irving as a kind of benchmark. A
scientist measures up against objective results. if you are still in a
popularity contest as a researcher you may achieve fame and
fortune but your work may be fraudulent and in time prove to be
such - as is the case with those who have sustained the Holocaust
religion for 60+ years. But like the WMD lies, the 9:11 lies, and
other events sold as factually true, the Holocaust will also fall away
to truth. FredrickToben 11 hours ago
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@FredrickToben I'm pointing out what happened to Irving &
reminding you of the consequences he faced from his own lawsuit
he started & lost, where his lies, deceit & ignorance led himNOWHERE.You're mistaking gloating for truth that what happened
to him,will happen to you. I'm giving you friendly advice & warning
you of Irving's mistake because you spread the same ignorance &
lies that he embraced & look at what happened to him. Do you want
to learn from Irving's fatal mistake?Obviously not....
@vaughan1978
Irving is NOT a Holocaust Revisionist and he is irrelevant to what
we are talking about, namely your assertions, which I ask you to
prove, namely the three pillars on which your belief rests. Truth has
been my defence in various court cases but that's not what court
cases are all about.
So, your are in no position sweepingly to make any warnings or
even give advice because what you are NOT doing is offering
physical evidence, just deviations and verbal abuse. Shame, you
fail. FredrickToben 2 hours ago











@FredrickToben Actually, you're threatened by the knowledge &
proof I've provided, that you blindly refuse to consider or
acknowledge. YOu ARE NOT a historian or a Holocaust revisionist.
You're a pathetic, shameful person that is full of ignorance &
blinded by the truth! I've pointed out facts & proof to you already. I
don't need to repost the same thing several times like you do-which
proves your lack of intellectualism because all you possess are
accusations, ignorance, hatred & bigotry.
@vaughan1978
You're quite right - there is a saying in German: Du hast recht, ich
hab mein Ruh - you're right and I have my peace. Yes, you are an
intellectual and you have truth on your side. Now I have given you a
reference you can use. FredrickToben 4 minutes ago
@FredrickToben Sounds like you're getting defensive, Old Freddie
boy. With you're ignorance & lies, you're desperate & pathetic! What
would someone like you know about truth, justice and honor? All
you spread is hate, bigotry & lies. Denying the genocide of 6 million
Jews, 5 million gypsies, homosexuals, Germans that stood against
the Nazis is inhumane, pathetic & wrong of you! Shame on you.
That's why you haven't accomplished anything & never will! You're
just Irving-humiliated & disgraced!
@FredrickToben You're the one throwing verbal abuse & threats
because your desperation is pathetic. I'm actually being nice to youto educate you. You're right-Irving is irrelevant because he lost his
OWN lawsuit that he started. Lipstadt prevailed & won! Once
Irving's ignorance, lies & misuse of primary sources was proven,
Irving suffered the consequences of his own ignorance & lies. I'm
reminding you of Irving that what happened to him, will happen to
you! Learn from Irving's fatal mistake!
@vaughan1978
Oh, thank you for educating me I can see how well you use the Talmudic-Marxist death dialectic to
your intellectual advantage and development - Now broaden your
mind some more by watching The Obama Deception - far more
interesting than what you have mastered to date. FredrickToben 1
minute ago







@vaughan1978
I think you are avoiding the physical facts of the matter and if you
could just tell me where you investigated and published your
research on the three points I mentioned above, then we could get
somewhere. Your obsession with Irving does not advance your own
research argument nor does it enable you to proclaim to the world
where there is a real homicidal gas chamber used by the Germans
to gas labour camp inmates. Gloating about anyone's misfortune
discredits your moral values. FredrickToben 11 hours ago
@FredrickToben I informed you where you can find the physical
proof-death camps that still stand, including Auschwitz. The
authenticated documents from the Nazis era in secure research
facilities in Germany.Your refusal to travel there and find out for
yourself is further proof that you're afraid to end up like Irving. In
regard to Irivng-I'm actually being nice to you-to remind you to
abandon your ignorance, lies & bigotry so you don't END UP like
him. You want to be humiliated & shamed?
@FredrickToben Obviously you want to end up just like Irving.The
Systematic state extermination process is the Final Solutionordered by Hitler, directed to Himmler, tasked to Heydrick who



conducted the Wannsee conference. Organized, premeditated
genocide was planned there. Final Solution carried out by adolf
eichmann who sent millions to gas chambers. Go to Germany and
see the documents for yourself you baffoon. Nazi-era documents
are secure in research facilities throughout Germany.
@vaughan1978
1. Systematic extermination - where is the written Hitler Order that
started it?
2. You mention gas chambers and Eichmann - show me a
homicidal gas chamber? Tell me where I can find one to look at, to
touch?
So, just do this for me - show me the physical murder weapon and
the written Order that started the process. It will be your first serious
research work - now, get to it and let me know when you find the
murder weapon and the written order. FredrickToben 15 hours ago





@FredrickToben Go visit the death camps that still! Auschwitz still
stands in POland. Go see the Aushwitz blueprints with the gas
chambers that prove it-Nazis inserted gas chambers on the original
Auschwitz blueprints. Original, autheticated of FInal Solution order
is in Germany. Why don't you sue me like Irving sued Lipstadt?
Then I'd be happy to show you & expose your ignorance & lies like
Lipstadt exposed Irving. You want to avoid the shame, public
disgrace & humiliation Irving endured....LOL!
@vaughan1978
Been there done that - in 1997 and 1999 - but when you talk about
an Order then you are either ignorant of the facts, a liar or both.
Raul Hilbert, the foremost Holocaust scholar admitted there was
none - surely you knew that, or am I dealing with someone who is
merely having games - delighting in being rude and crude and
otherwise abusive? I guess you are not serious - so I'll let it go at
this. Have a nice day. Cheers. FredrickToben 10 hours ago



God save the Queen.



extremely interesting video, dante55: would you be so kind to tell
me whose ravishing music this is? Greetings from Lusitania.



Nazi Gassings Never Happened! Go to my website and learn
everything. Friedrich Paul Berg



@HOLLOWdenier,
Copying and pasting the same bullshit doesn't change the cold,
hard fact that it is bullshit. Any fool - even you - can create a
website (and I took a cursory glance at the endless pages of
nonsense on yours), and your website screams amatuer gibberish.
Who knows? Maybe I'll build a website saying that dogs are in fact
insects and not canines, and then post endlessly on YouTube: "Go
to my website and learn everything." You're a fool, my boy. An utter
fool.



@spadger131 Awesome post! Thanks! You'd think Holocaust
deniers would learn from David irving's mistake-especially since
Irving lost his own lawsuit that he started. THe way he
misinterpreted primary resources, falsified the truth, public disgrace
& humiliation.......ignorance is easier for the stupid, weak-minded
instead of real truth.......
@vaughan1978,
Irving is just a big as fraud as toben, only more infamous, which
must irk ol' freddie no end. It's a bit like John Wayne Gacey being
jealous of Ted Bundy......
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hide
Not Spam
@holodenier NAZI GASSINGS did happen. The Auschwitz
blueprints prove it! When Nazis built & expanded Auschwitz, gas
chambers were specifically included to gas Innocent Jews and
other victims like the gypsies! Plus there is written documentation
proven! Documentation that was used in the Nuremburg trials,
Travel to Germany & seek entrance into the research facilities!
Rudolf Hoess confirmed the gassings during the sworn testimony
after the war. Hoess bragged about the Jews that were gassed!
vaughan1978 1 day ago
@vaughan1978Words, words, words - go and do some real
physical research instead of just reading what others have said now, do some independent research. FredrickToben 1 day ago
@FredrickToben I did do research you baffoon! Facts I pointed out
to you already! I provided proof and you dismiss it when its right in
front you! "words, words" you claim are proof, evidence and truth!!!
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Your bastard Nazis would be ashamed of your Holocaust denial,
you're not giving them credit for the genocide they committed &
proud of. They bragged about gassing millions of Jews that were
innocent. Lies and ignorance is all you have to cling to. Your
desperation is absolutely pathetic!!
@holodenier Hey idiot....why don't you go get a life? Learn from
David Irving's great mistake. Abandon your ignorance and learn
from truth....or learn from what happened to David Irving. You want
to end up like him? You're headed that way.....good luck. You're
going to need it!
Nazi Gassings Never Happened! Get used to it! Learn everything
by visiting my website. Friedrich Paul Berg
@holodenier NAZI GASSINGS did happen. The Auschwitz
blueprints prove it! When Nazis built & expanded Auschwitz, gas
chambers were specifically included to gas Innocent Jews and
other victims like the gypsies! Plus there is written documentation
proven! Documentation that was used in the Nuremburg trials,
Travel to Germany & seek entrance into the research facilities!
Rudolf Hoess confirmed the gassings during the sworn testimony
after the war. Hoess bragged about the Jews that were gassed!
@vaughan1978 Hey, Vaughan1978, you're dealing with an expert
when tackling Fritz Berg. Keep a record of your silly statements so
that you will learn something - and try to resist becoming abusive as
your mind is expanded into the world of physical science.
Cheers – Fredrick FredrickToben 1 day ago
@FredrickToben My silly statements?You mean the proof & facts
I've pointed out that you? You're so blind to the truth & reality of the
Holocaust. You would would still deny if Himmler's daughter stood
in front of you & shared her father's active role in the Holocaust.
You're ignorance & lies are an insult to the Nazis that proudly
proclaimed their part in the Holocaust & the number of Jews they
exterminated. Adolf Eichmann was proud-he regretted he didn't
send more Jews to gas chambers!
@vaughan1978
1. You lack basic information - Himmler's daughter never claimed
the 'Holocaust-Shoah' happened, i.e. 6 million, systematic state
extermination, homicidal gas chambers. 2. Again, don't get upset
because you cannot prove the pillars of the Holocaust-Shoah: 6
million, systematic extermination, homicidal gas chambers. 3. Do
some original research into these pillars that make up your
argument that 'it happened'. 4. Do you believe 9:11 was done by
Arabic-speaking terrorists? FredrickToben 1 day ago
@FredrickToben I don't lack basic information. I've pointed out facts
to you that have occurred & your ignorance blinds you from the
truth. Himmler's daughter giving her father credit is another point of
proof that the Holocaust happened because of Himmler's active
participation in the Holocaust since she is upholding his inhumane,
horrible legacy,. There are other nazi children just like her that
uphold their nazi parents inhumane, horrific legacy of their active
roles in the HOlocaust.
@FredrickToben Again, you embrace lies & ignorance instead of
truth & reality. THe systematic extermination was the Final Solution,
planned, implemented & carried out by Adolf Eichmann, which he
bragged about & took credit for. The gas chambers inputed into the
Auschwitz blue prints. Documentation from Nazi era authenticated
by specialists has been proven. They are kept in secure research
facilities in Germany. Now keep up your ignorance & bigotry and
you'll end up just like Irving...good luck..
@FredrickToben
Hey, grandpa Freddie! I see the ol' champion of "free speech", who
blocks anyone who disagrees with his dirty, racist bullshit, from
commenting on his sites, has crawled out from under his rock, to
spew more of his hateful poison. Looks like your again failing to
persuade anyone with your racist lies, huh, JailBird? Not surprising,
considering that your whole life is as much a failure, as your stupid
nazis were. Don't worry Fred. Soon you'll only be "remembered" as
a fool. *LOL*
@skeilak Grandpa Freddie is already remembered as a
fool....LOL....just like Irving. Humiliated, ignorant, publicly
disgraced.....truth and justice ALWAYS win in the end!!!! Lies and
ignorance lead nowhere, which is what Irving and grandpa FReddie
know so well! Just as foolish as the Nazi bastards......
@vaughan1978
Yes, Fred is a sack of shit, and not even one of the better ones.
Even amongst the other professional hate-mongers, old Freddie is

seen as something of a failure. I mean, what kind of "Messiah of
Hate" is reduced to begging for money on YouTube, to fund his
Viagra prescription? A bit of a "low-rent" Hitler wannabe, if you ask
me. *L*













@skeilak You are cracking me up! I CANNOT stop laughing! You
point out what a failure and fraud he is, which the Hitler wannabe
doesn't appreciate, and his ignorance and lies are still exposed!!
You're right. He is jealous of Irving's shameful, infamous
status.....even Hitler and top ranking Nazis would be ashamed of
him because he doesn't give Nazi bastards credit even though they
bragged about number of Jews gassed at Nazi death
camps.......Yes, the holocaust DID happen.
@vaughan1978
Well, the thing was Freddie is, being a failure at all other aspects of
life, the old fraud figured out he could make a dishonest buck by
jumping on the Jew-Hating band wagon. Sadly for him, but
hilariously for the rest of us, old Fred wasn't any better at that, than
he was at anything else he put his hand to. That's why he's the
"Clown Prince" of the professional hate-mongers. Proof again, you
can't always turn a hobby, into a profession. *LOL*
@skeilak You're too funny!!Jumping on the Jew-hating band wagon
& Holocaust denial leads NOWHERE! Down the road to ignorance,
carnage and failure. David Irving is proof of that! Once thought of as
a credible historian with published books, his lawsuit against
Lipstadt proved his misinterpretation of primary resources along
with Holocaust denial LIES & ignorance-Irving lost his own lawsuit!
Isn't that funny?You'd think pathetic Holocaust denier baffoons
would learn from Irving's fatal mistake....
@vaughan1978
Well, the Holocaust is the most well documented crime in human
history. So attempting to deny it, is, on it's face, asinine. That
doesn't stop a few hate-filled ass-wipes from trying to turn a quick
buck, by pissing on the suffering and deaths, of millions of innocent
children, women, and men. Some people simply have no morals.
And sadly, there will always be a market for that. That's why there
will always be predatory pimps, at the bus station, too.
@skeilak Yes, the Holocaust is the most documented genocide &
crime in human history.Plus the Holocaust is unique compared to
other genocides because Holocaust is the first organized, premeditated genocide in history. The planning of the Holocaust from
the Ghettos, the Final Solution, the numerous death camps-Nazis
planned everything specifically.The death camps that still exist like
Auschwitz. The research centers with authenticated documentation
in Germany kept safe and secure.
@vaughan1978
Yes, that's why I never argue facts with little nazitards, like Fred. It's
as pointless as arguing if gravity is a fact. I do always challenge
them to "put up, or shut up", and it always seems they choose the
latter.




@vaughan1978 way to go.
@vaughan1978
By the way, please note; old Grandpa Hater did, in fact, put his tail
between his legs, and slinked away, like a bullshit coward, just like I
told him to. His training is coming along well. Who says you can't
teach an old Hate-Monkey, new tricks? *L*



@skeilak Thanks for shutting up the Holocaust denier bastard.
Cockroaches appear, but they they sink away again! if only there
was a way to educate ignorant, pathetic cowards like him. Irving
learned his lesson-the hard way though. Irving lost his trial that he
started when he sued Lipstadt. Then when he was jailed in Austria,
Lipstadt called for Irving's release from prison-the great historian he
tried to sue that exposed his hatred, ignorance & lies. What an
embarrassment for Irving! LOL!
@vaughan1978
These guys are like cockroaches. You just turn on the light of facts
and truth, and they scuttle under the sink, to hide.



You and I know that Freddie, Irving, and the others, are frauds. And
cynically, they know it, too. These professional hate-mongers try to
make a living selling hate, and the amateurs, cite them as sources.
There a many professional frauds. From Scientology, to most selfhelp, and diet books. But Hate Sellers, are a special kind of rotten
evil.



@vaughan1978
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Opps... I meant, "the thing 'with' Freddie is..." All you have to do
with incompetent (and incontinent) frauds like old Freddie, is
demand proof, for their outrageous lies. Then laugh, as they fizzle
like a wet firecracker. I personally enjoy when he's backed into a
corner, and starts shouting moronic phrases like, PRIME EVIL, and
Talmudic Death Mindset. That nonsense may impress his few
knuckle-dragging fan-boys, but no one with a working brain.











@skeilak Ah, you again, you expert in verbal abuse hiding behind a
pseudonym because you fear the truth and you lack the
understanding of what it means to conduct a civilized clarification
dialogue. All you can do is use foul language and shout, like a
typical schoolyard bully-boy who, deep down is afraid to face the
world, and so has to shout and scream and huff-and-bluff others
into silence. You are the hater, you are the reflection of your own
abusive language. Grow up! FredrickToben 1 day ago
@FredrickToben You're the hater.Spreading lies & ignorance.You
should be ashamed.You're pathetic! Keep up your ignorance and
lies....you'll end up broke, alone and disgraced....just like Irving!!!!
No credibility, just shame and humiliation.Perhaps you and Irving
should be bunk bed buddies! 2 pathetic dumbasses sharing & trying
to save on rent together!! You're just like Irving-pathetic, ashamed,
disgraced & humiliated!!Only Irving is more infamous then you! I'll
bet you're jealous! LOL.
@vaughan1978
What a pity you have a bankrupt moral and intellectual value
system - you fear truth-telling and hate doing your own basic
physical research into matters Holocaust-Shoah. You can't even
conduct a civilised debate without using foul language and
becoming abusive. That's sad - and then you still remain immature
enough to care what others think of you. Get over that one and
embrace truth-telling - and let me know how many books you've
written on Holocaust-Shoah matters. FredrickToben 1 day ago
@FredrickToben You're judging my intellect and morals when you
deny the genocide of millions of people EVEN when proof, facts &
evidence are pointed out to you?You've allowed your stupidity to
overcome the truth-yet again!The Final Solution,Nazi-era
documentation in research centers in Germany, Auschwitz
blueprints that prove the gas chambers.Your ignorance and lies you
embrace is pathetic. Posting the same thing shows your lack of
intellectualism.
@vaughan1978 @skeilak @skeilak 88!
You do go on & on - feel better now?
One day you'll grow up and develop your self-reflective intelligence
to the point where you will embrace ideals such as truth, honour,
justice, love, beauty. Now you remain a classic example of an
infantile PRIME UGLY MIND at work. Good luck with your gushing
forth of torrents of abuse - should keep you nice & quiet for a while.
FredrickToben 1 day ago









@FredrickToben You're pathetic! I have proof, truth & justice on my
side.I'm sure you'd like to silence me just like Nazis silenced the
Jews by confisciating their homes, valuables, their very lives as
millions of innocent people perished & were gassed to death. Your
bigotry, hatred and ignorance will you NOWHERE-just a dead end
of public disgrace, shame & humiliation-JUST LIKE IRVING! You
want to end up like Irving?! Irving tried to Silence Lipstadt & look @
what happened to him! Good luck!
@FredrickToben You're the one throwing insults & "torrents of
abuse." Spreading ignorance & lies of Holocaust denial-falsely
claiming millions of people never perished-when they were gassed,
tortured, all the children Joseph Mengele performed human
experimentation in Auschwitz. You deny proof & evidence when it's
given to you! You're NO EXPERT OR historian! You're an ignorant,
pathetic dumbass-just like irving! Go get a life-you're going to end
up JUST like Irving.......
@vaughan1978
You must prove what you believe in: 1. 6 million exterminated. 2.
state-ordered extermination - where is the written order? - a winkand-a-nudge started the process because everyone knew Hitler
hated the Jews and knew what he wanted to have done... 3. Murder
weapon a homicidal gas chamber that no-one has ever seen - it's
been talked about, yes, but never represented officially. Ask the US
Holocaust Museum for a model. Now go back to solid work, forget
the verbal abuse. FredrickToben 18 hours ago
@FredrickToben You've posted the same post several times?
Copying & repasting the same post shows your ignorance & lack of







intellectualism. LOL!!! Ignorance & Lies is all you have to cling to.
Enjoy your life of public disgrace, shame, humiliation-just like Irving
does!
@FredrickToben
That's right, you lying old ex-con. It's me again, calling you out for
the total fraud you are. What are you going to do about it, Gramps?
Use idiotic phrases like "huff-and-bluff", for destroy me with facts?
Well, since you're full of more shit than Hitler's scull, I think we both
know the answer to that, don't we, Freddie? Too bad you can't block
me here, right old man? Time to put your tail between you legs, and
slink away, like the bullshit coward you are.
@FredrickToben I suggest you start embracing the truth & reality of
the Holocaust.6 million Jews, PLUS 5 other million victims perished
as well. The Nazi planned organized,premeditated genocide.The
documentation from the Nazi era in the research centers in
Germany are proof. Plus Auschwitz death camps stills stands to this
day. THe Auschwitz blueprint discovered in Berlin with gas
chambers. So much more proof. Plus the Holocaust survivors that
lived to share their nightmares under Nazis
What a wonderful place to have lived, and there is no reason except
for one that we could not return to this place of refuge and
tranquility



The monumental blindness and stupidity, unmatched barbarism and
sadism of America and Britain nearly brought a new Dark Age upon
a world dominated, not by them, but by the Soviet Union and
communism, Although the Nazis and fascists lost the war--their
heroic struggle with hardly any resources against overwhelming
odds allowed civilization to survive. After 1945, it was the atomic
bomb, beyond everything else, which allowed the west to survive--but before that, it was ADOLF HITLER who saved us.



@holodenier Hitler's Nazi regime tainted Germany forever and left
carnage and destruction. Heroic struggle? nazi regime committed
genocide-mass murder of millions of people. Including Germans
that stood up against the tyrannical regime! Thank God Nazis lost
the war! Further global destruction, evilness and genocide would've
prevailed. Millions more would've died in addition to the millions that
already perished because of HItler's obsessive insanity.....Hitler
ruined Germany!!!!
Fuck everything else, their uniforms are so damn schmexah!!! (And
you can't fucking deny the fact that they knew how to dress.)






@Amish234 Sure, those nice outfits were sewed and created by
those in forced slavery.....they dressed nice while innocent people
were gassed to death, shot in ditches as rows of bodies were
topped on other rows of bodies. Nazi bastards like Josef Mengele
had to look great while performing human experimentation on
children at Auschwitz....
very cool video
I like nazisim



Beautiful! Thank you for putting this together. It's so refreshing to be
able to watch these clips without the usual propaganda that's
always attached to them. I hope that one day all European peoples
can be this happy and prosperous, such that innocent women and
children are never again forced to face the horrors of the third world
like they are today...



@WN4723 Beautiful? This is wrong propaganda. The Third Reich
committed genocide, mass murder, carnage and destruction. The
Third Reich tainted Germany forever. The Third Reich was
prosperous because of forced slave labor & oppression of their own
people. Property was confiscated & transferred to the Third Reich.
The Germans were taxed heavily under HItler's Third Reich. So
much looting of art, valuables, national treasures that belonged to
invaded countries under Nazi regime control.
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edttex, You must understand that sozis/leftists have to feel (and act)
intellectually superior to everyone else. That is because the main
tenets of their beliefs have been completely discredited in practice
in Mother Europe over last 30 years. I know- I hold former high
position in leftist government. The workers and das Volk have none
to do with the now-isolated leftist elites. Now I warn people about
the evil globalist sozi dogs.



Zwangsman1 1 week ago
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This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
Success of True Finns easy to understand. In Mother Europe
workers and middle classes see values and their way of life eroded
by globilization whose benefits they have not seen, and by 'new'
cultures which do not want to integrate with theirs, and which
instead try to take over and destroy their way of life. Globalization is
evil and Onkel Adi look much smarter on his 122d birthday.



Zwangsman1 1 week ago
"What good fortune for us that people do not think." -Adolf Hitler
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Es lebe hoch die "True Finns"! Hoch mit der EU!
Zwangsman1 1 week ago
Why couldn't he have
Czechoslovakia?

been

happy

with

show

hide



Austria

and
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Mother Europe! Brothers and sisters! Never forget who you are,
where you come from, and the base values of Mother Europe.
Without them Mother Europe is dead. Multikulti=Tod=death=
muerte. Multikulti socities are failed societies! Hoch mit alle den
Sozis! Out with all globalist sozi dogs!
Zwangsman1 2 weeks ago
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
Eläköön Perussuomalaiset! Bon Chance!

What is the music set to this video? It doesn't seem appropriate at
times. But what an interesting video- something from the other side
of the war.



at 4:38 he looks like a lost and lame small farmer from the
countryside... and this dude was able to gain the trust of millions?? I
can just laugh...
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
Yes the Sozis/Leftists are globalists, but what has globalism
caused? It has sent thousands of European jobs to China and
caused large-scale unemployment in Mother Europe... and what is
the Sozis/Leftists response to mass unemployment- bring in
inmigrants! Inmigrants who refuse to integrate, spit on your culture,
and soak rent/welfare benefits, burden Mother Europe, and do
nothing but commit crime! I say we force all Sozis/Leftisits to leave
Mother Europe instead!











Zwangsman1 3 weeks ago
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The trolling seriously needs to stop... if you are not a fan of the
Third Reich, then why are you here?
SchwiegerH 3 weeks ago
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The leftist/sozi political leaders have brought Mother Europe to
edge of financial disaster with foolish government policies. Sozis
are discredited and not be believed-in any fashion. Now Sozis bring
you mulitkulti and will also destroy culture of Mother Europe just to
line their corrupt and godless pockets with gold- to hell with the
people. As former member of leftist government I tell you truthmultikulti=d. Tod Europas=death of Mother Europe.
Zwangsman1 3 weeks ago
Because you used a traditional Chilean music? What is your
relationship to the Third Reich? The song that plays in the
background is the island of Chiloe in southern Chile in South
America. If you do hackneyed Nazi propaganda used at least
Germanic music.
Ein grossartiges Video!Ich bin tief bewegt.Und Zu Guttenberg ist bei
4.01 auch dabei:-))

zXuS 3 weeks ago
Ohh and to all those likeing Nazigermany: *facepalm*.
To everyone saying "There was nothing good about Nazigermany"
(No, i'm not gonna use "the third reich" since it's glorifying) or shit
like that, get your facts straight. Denying the the holocaust and shit
like that is just stupid but you can't ignore that most people in
germany at that time was normal people. Besides, that Hitlers
regime (No credit for humanity though) "saved" the economicaly
crippled Germany is a fact. Don't just claim your colored version
correct. (And no, i'm no nazi)



@ffsboom Those normal people didn't do enough to stop Hitler or
the Holocaust.Germans like Sophie Scholl, von Treskow, Olbreicht
and von Stauffenburg DID try to stop Hitler and paid the ultimate
price. More Germans should've been like them-stop the tyrant &
genocide. Hitler's regime saved crippled Germany by seizing
property, valuable and money from Jews and those that went
against them. Hitler's regime benefited from slave labor without
employing workers-thats how they saved money for gov't....
@vaughan1978 Weak reply my good sir, go read some history (And
do not use stupid books meant for school because everyone knows
that they are not very reliable when it comes to recent history) then
come back here at do another try. 1. No, that is not how they saved
the economy. They have been praised for their skilled economical
manouvers. 2. Normal people rising up against an army that took
several countries to bring down? Get real.
@ffsboom Sure, the Nazis performed skilled economical
manouvers & created innovations. THat I agree with. The Nazi
regime was very smart-they even committed the most organized
genocide in world history. THey planned created specific death
camps for slave labor, extermination of innocent people, gas
chambers to gas people to death. The economic manouvers were
backed by slave labor, property & valuables confiscated from ALL
Jews & Nazi victims that were shipped to death camps.
@ffsboom Those heroic sacrifice & normal people that you diminish
are proof that not all Germans liked or praised the Nazis. They
stood up against the tyrannical regime that shamed Germany and
left behind carnage and destruction. Sure, their economical
manouvers were successful-Nazi jobs created at death camps,
killing methods and other economically projects that occurred
during that time back by slave labor. A successful tyrannical regime
built on the back of genocide, slavery, stolen property.
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
Suomalaiset puolustaa oman maan ja kulttuurin



xD.



Zwangsman1 3 weeks ago
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
Sieg Heil!! Hitlers birthday on the 20th, 88 to all you decent white
people!



Zwangsman1 2 weeks ago
very cool video..thanks for posting
did they have to get bollock naked to push the boat into the river. I
know it was probably inspired by some ancient germanic folk ritual
but still.
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Yes True Finns now most popular party amongst youth. We all now
why. leftist swine Astrid Thors pollute oyur country, your culture with
inmigrants who call Finnish women whores, han gout in gangs,
attack you on streets and bleed down free rent and welfare
payments, do no work, and produce nothing but crime. Ture Finns!
Time to recover your country! All inmigrant and foreign dogs out of
Mother Europe now!










Zwangsman1 3 weeks ago
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
Thanks to a handful of indivduals, the whole nation was made to
look like evil bastards. If you believe that everyone in the 3rd reich
or germany was bad, then your just another peson on the band
wagon of deception. Enjoy yourself, and the mindless bovine
human herd you follow. Nazi germany wasnt a bad place to live, it
was more ieal to people at the tme than anywhere else in europe.
The regular torture of citizens, police knocking down doors etc is all
BS. You look stupid talking about it.
762infidel 3 weeks ago
@762infidel, Don't be ridiculous. To deny that Hitler's Germany was
not a Totalatarian police state where the Gestapo poured a reign of
terror on the population is utter nonsense. Russia, also a
Totalatarian state, was no different. And you have the audacity and
stupidity to claim otherwise. If you lived in either of these climates,
you'd be the first to bleat pathetically: "Why me?", when being
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frogmarched off to a death camp as an "enemy." No trial, no
formalities, just arrest.
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
@cquilty1 There is a difference between the USSR and Nazi
Germany however... If you were not ethnic minority and you just
minded your own business and laid low you would probably live... in
the USSR, even if you did this you could still be killed... Stalin killed
his own friends, so what does that make you to him?
SchwiegerH 3 weeks ago
@SchwiegerH, ur knowledge of history is poor, the Nazis murdered
millions of Jews, not to mention many gypsies, and you say ethnic
minorities would "probably" live. Are you a comedian? Nazi
Germany was a country ruled by fear and murder and Stalin had no
friends to kill, he was just a mass murderer like Hitler. Read a book
and stop being silly, as the Nazis are not around to burn books
anymore!
@cquilty1 No. I said that if you were *not* an ethnic minority then
you would *probably* live if you just kept your mouth shut. The
same was *not* true for the USSR. Stalin killed indiscriminately,
Hitler targeted groups. I am not dismissing what they did, I am
merely pointing out fact.
@SchwiegerH, there is little point in splitting hairs and semantics
when it comes to discussing the vileness of Stalin and HItler, they
were both mass murdering bastards who spread untold misery and
suffering - to say or suggest otherwise is nothing short of creepy.
Hitler and Stalin both murdered with glee and abandon,
slaughtering their own citizens and children recklessly. Do not
attempt to insult people's intelligence by saying otherwise.
he is the man..!!!! .stay with your Bush, obabahama, sarkosy,
rothschild ..and look at you third world country ; USA !
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True Finns and Timo Soini- Good luck in April 17th election. You
show Finnish people truth about twin evils of EU and inmigration.
Zwangsman1 3 weeks ago
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Oh yes, at one point the German forces were 40% non-German.
Thousands of men came from Albania, Belgium, Britain, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Bosnia, Denmark, India, Estonia, Finland, Hungary, Latvia,
Netherlands, Norway, France, Italy, Portugal, Russia, Romania,
Serbia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Luxemburg, & Ukraine. Try to
build Euro prosperity sphere to help Europeans and adjoining
peoples of Mediterrane too. They don't like to talk about that fact
today...
Zwangsman1 3 weeks ago
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I answer question sent to me. At one point Waffen SS was 60%
non-German. Thousands of men who came from Albania, Belgium,
Britain, Bulgaria, Croatia, Bosnia, Denmark, India, Estonia, Finland,
Hungary, Latvia, Netherlands, Norway, France, Italy, Portugal,
Russia, Romania, Serbia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Luxemburg,
& Ukraine join. Their goal- to build a new European prosperity
sphere for all Europeans and to benefit Mediterrane Basin too. They
don't like to talk about that fact today...














if hitler didnt invade berlin and just ruled the country like a normal
german leader, he probably would have gone down as a hero, he
solved a huge german depression and with all of his inovative
thinking could have his technological breakthrough's with the world
and made germany a historic place, but in a good way.

poo65 1 month ago
@poo65 "Nazi Germany wasn't a bad place to live." I know the
Germans that stood against the Nazis & were executed for it like
von Stauffenburg, Olbricht & their crew thought Nazi Germany was
a horrible place to live. They made a strand & paid the ultimate
price! Along with all the German Jews & all Jews under occupied
European countries that Nazi Germany invaded would strongly
disagree since they were rounded up, forced into ghettos and
shipped off to death camps.Genocide,mass murder....yup,bad!
1933, you are now Adolf Hitler, knowing what you know now. What
you would'nt give for that opportunity.
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Guete Ergebnisse gestern fuer Mdm Le Pen und National Front in
Frankreich. Good results by Ms Le Pen and national Front in
yesterday's local French elections.
Europa wacht auf! Mother Europe awakens!







Zwangsman1 3 weeks ago
obviously propaganda, but you have to admit the music is very
beautiful.
@Zwangsman1 Pedig kis baratom nalad idiotabb embert keresni
kene a fold kereken.
bdifa 1 month ago
I hate Nazism but I don't necessarily take away that this movie is
supposed to make people like Nazism. Human begins are still
human beings Nazis could joke around and enjoy themselves too I
suppose and many people aren't fervent supporters of Hitlers just
living their normal in that way it is draws paralells to the time we live
in now, their is war abroad the semblence of normalcy at home and
expressions of ultra patriotism

@canadianAK47 Hitler tainted Germany with his tyrannical rule and
evil Nazi regime. Oppression, tyranny, genocide, mass murder,
cold-blooded execution of brave men like von Stauffenburg, Olbricht
and their crew were awful atrocities on Nazi Germany. Whatever
innovations or technological breakthroughs occurred under Nazi
Germany are irrelevant because innovations or technological
breakthrough was used & progressed by slave labor!
@canadianAK47 "That innovative thinking" by Hitler was insanity.
Hitler was an evil tyrannical dictator along with his inner circle. His
Nazi regime committed genocide. At the of World War 2, Berlin was
let in ruins because of the war caused by Hitler & genocide of
millions committed by the Nazis. Many "historic places" in Germany
were ruined! Do you realize how much restoration and building
Germany endured after the war from the evil and destruction
caused the Nazi regime? No more Nazism ever!
@vaughan1978 by innovative thinking i dont mean his plans for
germany or anything, i mean the tech. that he produced like the v2
and the STG44, wich would later be the foundation for modern
assault rifles like the m4, he was a madman but some of the people
that worked for him were really smart and if he had not used that for
evil it could of made him a hero.
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
nazi germany wasnt a bad place to live concidering it was the only
country that wasnt in a depression and hell the soviet union was 5
times worse

Zwangsman1 1 month ago
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Hail to the brave people of Japan. I read many email notes from
friends in Japan or rescue and clean-up. Hard work ahead but
continue to be brave and persevere.
Zwangsman1 1 month ago
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
wonderful video! we could be free thanks to hitler and the german
people, but now we're only slaves
vinzer72frie 1 month ago
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Mother Europe invaded and occupied after 1945 by two great
foreign powers UdSSR and VS. The UdSSR has collapsed and VS
has weakened and also too heavily in debt to extend its influence
much now.
Now for first time over 65 years later Mother Europe once again free
to chart her own course forward. No longer forced to eat twin
foreign-imposed dogmas of Kommunismus from UdSSR or
Multikulti from VS.
Both foreign dogmas lead to destruction of Mother Europe, but for
different reasons.



Zwangsman1 1 month ago
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So my friend Slapper, Great movements of people now occurring in
MIddle East and far Orient. But great movement of peoples of
Europe also beginning to gain speed as Mother Europe asserts
control once again over its own future and borders.
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National peoples' movements are powerful movements and are just
and right by definition since they express the will of the masses. As
Willi Brandt said: Wer nicht mit der Zeit geht, der geht mit der Zeit.















Zwangsman1 1 month ago
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
Not bad i like the music what is name of that music?
kwonneon 1 month ago
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
For the record, I'm not a 'Nazi.' I'm a Brit who has studied the
Second World War with an objective mind and have seen, through
historical evidence, that countless atrocities were committed by
Russians, Americans and British. Not just the Germans. War is evil.
It makes men do evil things, but the 'winners' write the history and
omit their own crimes..
MolokoPlus1980 1 month ago
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
@MolokoPlus1980 Well put sir, well put. Finally some common
sense. War is evil, and atrocities are committed regardless of sides.
It is inevitiable
jonnyswab12 1 month ago
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
@slapperharris You are aware that the fire bombing of Dresden is
classed as an atrocity, aren't you? Children should not be punished
for the crimes of adults. They are innocent. Atrocities were
committed by all sides involved in World War II. Such is the very
nature of war unfortunately. Your posts where you take pleasure in
the deaths of German children and berate an elderly man are, to be
quite frank, sickening to read; and if you had any human decency at
all, you should feel ashamed. For the
MolokoPlus1980 1 month ago
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
Dutcheland uber alles, uber alles das Wert!!!!!!!!!
Andrew598895 1 month ago
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Slapper my ami friend- did you know that 40% of dropouts from
your secondary level schools are foreign-born?. It is one thing to
import poverty, but.....
Zwangsman1 1 month ago
ah, the sweet smell of propaganda
@flatwind, more like the foul stench of propaganda.
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Nah so! Frankreich wacht auf! France awakens! I see Mdm Marine
Le Pen lead all presidential candidates in today poll. Yes Slapper I
dare to write what all think in Mother Europe. Multikulti= keine Kultur
= no culture at all.
Multikulti nations are failed nations. A far right leader in France?
And why not? The people of Mother Europe cry for great nationlist
leaders like leaders of old, and not leftists dogs who bend over and
take it in ass from any inmigrant sozi.








Nazi evil reich made good things for the Germans to make
propaganda. So nazi brainwash, I am not brainwashed, I am in the
lad of the free, I vote Obama n' Bush.








@Ruralz69
You know Russians killed 20 million of THEIR OWN people while
nazis killed 6 million



@ionveau it isn't the truth...russian killed them in more time, but the
6 million that was killed by nazis was just jews, you must add the
another people like gay, comunist, prisoners and the civil
victims...and in less time....
@TakeaBreather92 Actuallly 6 million Jews, PLUS 15 Million
Russians were murdered including Russians that were POW and
Russians killed as Nazis invaded Russians & obliterated entire
communites. Along with 5 other million victims such as gypsies,
handicapped, homosexuals, Germans that stood against the Nazis,
Jehovah's Witnesses....THe Nazis murdered anyone inferior or that
got in their way.
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
What a nice video :) Thumbs up
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Es lebe hoch das japanische Volk! Long live Japanese peoples!
Good luck in recovery. Remember after tremblors of one less levelthere are usually about ten of them....Vorsicht!
Zwangsman1 1 month ago
Wow....its propaganda......just for stupid people...
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
@TakeaBreather92 it's your brain washed that's tells you that IT IS
a propaganda,..your Hollywood's life is probably not a propaganda I
guess
pomati2000 1 month ago
@TakeaBreather92 USA don't use propaganda, Russia don't use
propaganda, France don't use propaganda. The evil nazi jew killers
do.
oh ah oh uh oh but, but, but the nazi. ah uh, the nazi was liars, that
wasn't true. But UK tell us the true, USA just use propaganda for
democracy(the ONLY true), Russia uses propaganda for the
people.

@piratmorya everybody uses propaganda, it's wrong to use it for
racism and violence and not for humanity or peace...
@TakeaBreather92 I agree with you. I want to know where is the
racist and non peaceful propaganda in this film.
@piratmorya this order came from war and raciscm...
@TakeaBreather92 The one who have been brain washed by the
propaganda is you. Germany was trying to build a utopia, where
you live in peace, we cant to that with multiculture.
oh this video is very interesting. FUCK HITLER FUCK NAZIS hail
Russia

Draious 1 month ago
fucken idiots nazi soldiers,one crazy man make a whole country go
to a war,this prove how german people think,they was made two
word wars,and they was the most evil soldiers,their country must
stop to have army cause their are still dangerous for the
humanity,even in ourtimes germany build a financial ocupation for
the poor countrys of europe,merkel is a financial hitler
Great video, but I must say, I did giggle a little at 4:30 :D
@KingKoodles, Yes, there are few things funnier than seeing Hitler
wearing a burst balloon over his head and looking really
uncomfortable and very silly!
what is the point of this video? someone please explain me
@ElZamo92 The point of this video is to show and depict the Third
Reich as a good, happy regime, which is wrong and covers up the
evil, inhumane atrocities committed under the tyrannical Third
Reich. Nothing is good about the Third Reich, no rare moments or
anything else. Even Germans such as von Stauffenburg and others
like him were disgusted by the Third Reich and its control over
Germany...they paid the ultimate price with their lives....plus the 6
millions Jews, 20 million Russians & more...
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@vaughan1978
NOTHING is good about the Third Reich? Then grab your computer
and throw it into the evil-burner because that wouldn't be there
without the 3rd Reich. They also created affordable cars for anyone,
jet engines, USEFUL rockets, Freeways(Autobahn), IR night vision,
modern sewage treatment, & many others.
About 300,000 patents and copyrights were "appropriated" by the
Allies at the end of the War. Almost half the technology we have
was pioneered by the Nazis. They deserve our thanks.





Tezcatlepocatl 1 month ago
@Tezcatlepocatl All this great technology created such jet engines,
rockets, whatever was put together by slave labor. People used as
property. You NEED TO GET YOUR FACTS straight. Genocide,
gas chambers, death marches, obliterated communities, slave
labor, human experimentation, mass murder of millions, piled
bodies burned.The Third Reich is responsible for the highest
genocide number and most organized genocide in world history. 6
millions Jews, 15 million Russians, and 5 million others!
@Tezcatlepocatl So like I said, Nothing GOOD came from the Third
Reich. Just carnage, genocide and destruction. Germans like von
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stauffenberg, Olbreicht, von Tresckow that weren't Nazis. The
legacy they left behind was part of the German identity for all
Germans, separate from evil NAZISM and the Third Reich. Great
men like this risked their lives to fight the tyrannical, evil Third Reich
leader & Hitler that shamed their country & made their beloved
Germany evil.
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@vaughan1978
All the research that brought those technologies to the world would
most likely not have happened without the Nazis in power. They still
deserve our thanks for them.






To clear up, I am not a Nazi lover, Holocaust denier, or even a
racist. I despise the evil things Nazis did as much as anyone. But I
recognize the good things they brought to mankind and respect the
part of their ideology that put technological progress as a priority
and incentivized scientists to work for it.













Tezcatlepocatl 1 month ago
@vaughan1978 Von Stauffenburg and his crew of traitors were
against Hitler's war plans against Russia and the western world.
They feared, and were correct about the 2 front war crushing the
German empire. They wer'nt disgusted in anyway of how the NAzis
ruled over Germany and her territories. People like you.. spread
more propaganda than the entire Nazi empire. It wasn't as horrible
as the media made it out to be. I'm guessing you're either Jewish or
negro.. so, just shut up dude. Mudarmy 1 month ago
@Mudarmy You sound just like Holocaust deniers that claim the
Holocaust never happened and the Nazi regime was just wonderful.
Ignorance and lies is all they cling to. I'd say Holocaust survivors
that endured living in hiding to escape the Nazis, the death marches
that occurred toward the end of war, the death camps, GENOCIDE.
gas chambers, human experimentation that occurred at Auschwitz
under Nazi bastard Joseph Mengele would DISAGREE WITH YOU!
Yes, the Nazi regime was inhuman and evil.
@vaughan1978 Depends how you define the Holocaust: 6 million,
systematic state ordered extermination, gas chambers as murder
weapon. If that's your definition, then the Holocaust, according to
Robert Faurisson and other Revisionist, is a big LIE.
It is not up to Revisionists to prove those three things - but those
who believe in the Holocaust-Shoah need to prove such facts
existed. To date this has not been done. FredrickToben 3 days ago
@FredrickToben Obviously, you let your ignorance distract you
from historical truth. Yes, the Holocaust HAS been proven. For
example, blueprints of Auschwitz were discovered that proves the
Nazi intended to use Auschwitz as a death camp where gas
chambers were bulit especially for gassing Jews and other victims.
There are archives and documents from the Nazi era that was
covered up by the German gov't to hide the truth of the
Holocaust.There is plenty of proof.
@vaughan1978 Blueprints prove nothing - Nazis intended to use
Auschwitz? If you believe in the Holocaust-Shoah you need to
prove: 1. Six million jews existed in Europe
2. Germany had an extermination policy - a bureaucracy actively
executedf this task. You need a Hitler Order that started the
process, etc. 3. The murder weapon - the homicidal gas chambers if you can show the world this gas chamber then you will become
famous. To date it has not been done. Good luck in proving your
belief. FredrickToben 2 days ago
@FredrickToben This just isn't my belief. The Holocaust did
happen! THe truth of Holocaust has accurate evidence and
historical proof exist. For example, I pointed out the Auschwitz
blueprints. Then you falsely claim the blueprints don't prove
anything, which is WRONG. Yes, the blueprints are proof Nazis
intended & planned to built the Auschwitz death camp with gas
chambers, they did so successfully, as one of their numerous
murder methods.Rudolf Hess even claimed 1 million gassed @
Auschwitz
@FredrickToben The extermination policy was the Final Solution
under the direction of Himmler who gave the task to Reinhard
Heydrich. The plan to exterminate the Jews from Europe &
everywhere under Nazi regime.The Final Solution was
premeditated, organized genocide.The mass murder of millions of
people.Jews were segregated from society, put into ghettos, then
shipped off to death camps such as Treblinka, Auschwitz and
others. The Nazis proved to the world the inhumanity and evilness
of humans.















@FredrickToben Historical truth is necessary and the proof is
there.The Holocaust genocide DID happen. Holocaust revisionsts
don't exist.They are genocide deniers and embrace ignorance. Just
like David Irving. irving was an English historian that never used
primary sources correctly. All his published books were fabricated,
as proven in court by Deborah Lipstadt & her defense team. Irving
lost all credibility, rightly so because he denied the reality of the
Holocaust and ignored crucial proof.
@vaughan1978 You talk too much. Prove the above three points,
and good luck. FredrickToben 2 days ago
@FredrickToben Talk too much?I point out facts to you-gave you
historical truth about the Final Solution-the Nazi plans of high
ranking Nazi officials by Hitler's order, Himmler's guidance,
Heydrich's task which Adolf Eichman carried out. Plus I provided a
true example of the Auschwitz blueprints and you dismiss all these
facts without even embracing the truth.You sound just like David
Irving, and that baffoon lost his credibility, reputation and his false
accusations were exposed to the world.
@vaughan1978 You have jumped on a bandwagon of received
information without doing basic independent research. Irving recanted and he is not a Holocaust-Shoah historian.
How would children know of events that you don't know but just
believe what you have read. You are massively defaming the
German people by believing in the Holocaust-Shoah! Germany still
has no peace-treaty & remains occupied, the truth is hidden, and
only the orthodox version, like the 911 & WMDs lies, are legally
santioned FredrickToben 2 days ago
@FredrickToben You're overlooking facts about Irving.He recanted
AFTER he lost the case to Lipstadt! Irving was publicly disgraced &
exposed for his lies, ignorance and lies that he claimed "holocaust
never happened" crap that you're going on about. Actually, Irving
WAS JAILED in Austria for his Holocaust denial claims. Dr. Lipstadt
called for his release-the very person he tried to sue but Dr. Lipstadt
won!! Proof, facts and evidence & truth always win the end.Carefulyou'll end up like him.
@vaughan1978 No, he re-canted while in the Austrian prison on
advice from his lawyer so that he would be spared further jail-time.
What you write here indicates to me you're becoming emotional and
feeling the pressure because it is you who has to prove: 1. Six
million dead Jews, 2. The written Order for systematic
extermination, 3. Existence of the homicidal gas chamber as
murder weapon. All your writings to date is heresay and gossip.
Now get busy, do physical research on those three points
FredrickToben 2 days ago
@FredrickToben Nazi kids would know cause they were born into it!
They preserved their parents evil, inhumane legacy and role in the
Holocaust!Himmler's daughter that lives in Germany was proud of
her father's role in the Holocaust.Her fondest memory was visiting
Dachau with her father.Ask her! I'm sure she'd love to share it! Wolf
Hess, son of Rudolf HEss, loved his father's superior rank in Nazi
regime. Wolf Hess acknowledged the Holocaust.These Nazi
children were products of their parents.
@vaughan1978 National Socialism is NOT evil - but the only crime
they committed was develop national autarky principles, e.g.
disconnecting from international finance - as still are Iran and North
Korea and as was Iraq. The Holocaust further distracts from how
Palestinians are exterminated by the Jewish state of Israel.
I met Himmler's daughter - Germany has been subjected to ruthless
re-education programs to give them the guilt complex without
having the freedom to physically examine facts FredrickToben 2
days ago
@FredrickToben National Socialism iS EVIL. Basic rights and
freedoms are taken from those considered inferior. Innocent people
that are suffer greatly under National Socialism! The Holocaust IS
NOT a destraction to anyone.anything. THe Holocaust is proof that
organized genocide is capable under evil, tyrannical regime and
that crimes against humanity are detrimental to all people of
background, religion or ethnicity. Germany is a free country and
taught the truth in schools. .
@FredrickToben Even if this so-called education you claim were
real, it didn't work on Himmler's daughter. She is loyal to her father
& proud of his role in the Holocaust! She does whatever she can so
the world knows her father Himmler played a significant role in the
Holocaust. Go talk to her! As for Lipstadt, the truth did prevail
because truth and proof won over Irving's false accusations and
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claims. You're diminishing the case because Irving, your fellow
Holocaust denier lost!!
@FredrickToben I AM NOT defaming the German people. Nazi
regime tainted Germany-a wonderful country.Herman Goering
claimed in 1945 that 50 years later every Germany home would
remember the Nazi regime. Ask any German citizen, they'll share
the humiliation and carnage Nazi regime left on Germany history! I
believe in the Holocaust because it happened. This isn't just "my
belief" or "fabrication." The genocide of millions of innocent people
is historical truth and reality. Talk to Dr. Lipstadt!
@vaughan1978 Oh, oh, I did, in 1994 I talk with Prof Lipstadt and
we agreed that truth will prevail.
You are defaming Germans by propagating a lie - that they cannot
defend themselves against because laws have been enacted to
prevent any physical proof from being offered - and remember, it is
up to the believer to prove it happened.





All Revisionists get is abuse from thsoe who defend a massive
historical lie - and I compliment you on not falling victim to such
poor behaviour, not yet.















FredrickToben 2 days ago
@FredrickToben Dr. Lipstadt has already prevailed. Irving sued her
FIRST, Lipstadt & her defense team exposed his lies & fabrication
of Holocaust denial-just like your doing. It was up to Lipstadt to
prove it & SHE DID! Revisionsts don't exist,They are Ignorant
baffoons that diminish evidence & proof. JUST LIKE IRVING! Now if
you'd like to sue me like Irving did to Lipstadt, please do! I'd be
happy to expose your lies and ignorance-the same way Irving was
exposed, publicly disgraced.
@vaughan1978 I don't sue, I'm not a Jew!
Lipstadt did not prove the three pillars on which the HolocaustShoah rests: 1. Six million Jews exterminated; 2. State ordered
systematic extermination; extermination homicidal gas chambers.
Our conversation seems to be going round and round without you
focusing on these three points, which Revisionists say the
Holocaust-SHoah believers need to prove in order to sustain their
belief that the Holocaust-Shoah is a physical, historical fact.
Cheers. FredrickToben 2 days ago
@FredrickToben "I don't sue, I'm not a Jew!" Well your intolerance
& racism are obvious.So you don't want to sue like Irving sued
Lipstadt? You must be scared of public disgrace, humiliation &
exposed ignorance in front of the world that Irving faced because of
he lost the lawsuit he started. For the record, Irving is the one who
sued Lipstadt first and she beat him-his own lawsuit he started! I
can understand why you'd be fearful.You don't want public disgrace
or global humiliation like Irving!
@vaughan1978 Not racist because the Jews are not a race but
certainly intolerant of those who scam for material gain. Amazing
how money seems to comfort those who play the victim card
whenever they can. Also remember foolish Irving matched himself
against Lipstadt's multimillion $ legal team! You appear to be a
young person because you still worry what others think of you. To
that I say: grow up and leave your school days behind! The search
for truth must be fearless - without fear or favour! FredrickToben 1
day ago
@FredrickToben You're only right that search for truth must be
fearless & that Irving was foolish. Irving was also ignorant of the
truth, just like you are. Irving was a Holocaust denier just like you.
He misinterpreted primary resources & falsified evidence. His lies &
ignorance were exposed to the world. Publicly disgraced &
humiliated. Lies & ignorance get you nowhere in life. Learn from
Irving's mistake & stop with the lies & ignorance.I'm just fighting
ignorance & bigotry that you embrace.
@vaughan1978
How can I deny that which never happened? You are a Holocaust
believer and so it is your job to prove your belief, if you are
interested in moving away from abusing those who uncritically
refuse to believe in your belief. Your level of tolerance is low
towards those who uncritically/blindly refuse to believe your stuff. I
repeat myself - you need to prove: 1. Six million exterminated; 2.
Systematic state-ordered extermination; 3. Murder weapon - mainly
homicidal gas chambers FredrickToben 18 hours ago
@FredrickToben Your Holocaust denial is all in vain. This isn't just
"my belief." The Holocaust has been proven & I've pointed out facts
to you numerous times. You're so pathetic & blind to the truth.
You're pathetic just like Irving. He lost, so will you. He is a loser, just



















like you!. Lipstadt prevailed, as i already have & will! You'll end up
just like Irving....pathetic & alone, shamed.....
@vaughan1978
Let me add, you are using the Talmudic-Marxist master-slave death
dialectic by postulating win-lose; I use the Hegelian life-giving
dialectic by win-win. This means looking for truth is a co-operative
method, while yours is one of gloating and scapegoating and
selfishness - and loveless quest for dominance, the essence of
slave-thinking. I celebrate the individual who works co-operatively to
explore the universe, seeking truth, beauty, justice, honour.
FredrickToben 2 hours ago
@FredrickToben Material gain? A majority of holocaust survivors
that live in Israel live in poverty. So there is no material gain. PLUS
Nazis looted homes, treasures, valuables, confiscated property-a lot
of which were never returned to Holocaust survivors that managed
to survive the horrific genocide committed by Nazi Germany!
Communities were obliterated, synagogues and homes destroyed.
Many that survived DID NOT seek any monetary or material gain
even though they are entitled!
@FredrickToben You embrace your ignorance & lies-distort
historical truth & dismiss proof when its pointed out. Your false
claim of Holocaust denial will lead you down the wrong path.It's sad
& pathetic.The Holocaust happened. The proof is there.I've pointed
out some facts to you already in previous posts that you dismiss
cause you're blind.. You don't have truth on your side.Neither did
Irving! Look at what happened to him! Do you want to end up like
Irving?Go ahead if you want to....
@vaughan1978,
I wouldn't get too excited about old man toben - he's so more than a
hate-filled, spiteful old fraud. An irrelevant yesterday's man.
Holocaust denial is no more than some kind of twisted, mental
affliction, akin to people who still think the earth is flat.
@spadger131 Thanks. I'm just trying to educate them & help them
mature from their ignorance, but stupid is as stupid does......you'd
think they'd learn from David Irving's public disgrace and humiliation
after he lost his own lawsuit he started, but ignorance is better to
embrace for the weak-minded......
@vaughan1978
Remain focused on the problem of physical proof - Irving, et al,
become irrelevant to this discussion. Focus on the three proofs of
the Holocaust. Good luck. FredrickToben 18 hours ago
@FredrickToben Physical proof are the death camps still standing,
such as Auschwitz in Poland. Along with authenticated
documentation from the Nazi era. Irving became irrelevant after his
ignorance and lies were exposed at his own lawsuit trial he started
that Irving lost-just as you will. Why don't you sue me the way Irving
sued Lipstadt? You will lose like Irving did & I can prevail just as
Lipstadt did. Then I can expose you for the fraud, liar & bigot you
are! Just like Irving! Disgraced....
@FredrickToben State ordered systematic extermination was
proven. Final SOlution ordered by Hitler, given to Himmler, tasked
to heydrich, carried out by Adolf Eichmann. Documents are held in
research facilities in Germany-heavily protected so they won't get
ruined or damage. Only specialist are allowed access. Documents
were authenticated by specialists-by Eichmann himself during his
trial in Israel. Plus the homocidal gas chambers were on Auschwitz
blueprints discovered Berlin.
@vaughan1978 1. Show me the written Hitler Order? - read Raul
Hilberg's The Destruction of European Jews. Remember no
bureaucracy acts without a written order.
2. Show me or draw me the actual homcidal gassing facility?
Research this matter as I have done - Krema I, II, III IV at Auschwitz
- which is still a gas chamber? 3. You will need to do much more
research - you are just parroting the usual Holocaust-Shoah
believers' beliefs. 4. Get to work and do some research of your own
- it matures FredrickToben 1 day ago
@FredrickToben Also, death camps are still around. The ones still
standing such as Auschwitz that Nazis weren't able to destroy as
the Allies moved in & liberated the death camps. Your Holocaust
denial crap is as worthless as the inhumanity message you spread
by denying the extermination of millions of people. Shame on you.
The Holocaust-6 millions jews-along with 5 other million victims.
Including Germans that stood up against the Nazis & risked their
lived like von Treskow & Stauffenburg.
@vaughan1978
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1. Death camps and extermination camps are different, according to
Holocaust believers' version of events. 2. You're still not quite geting
down to the Holocaust-Shoah bully-boys' level of abuse who
jusually think below their belt when hurling their abuse at those with
whom they dispute things. 3. This reveals their deepy authoritarian
mindset that develops when you sharpen it on Talmudic dialectics.
4. Now get to work and produce some original stuff, not derivative
matters. FredrickToben 1 day ago



















@ol'freddie, You say: "I don't sue, I'm not a Jew!"
Oh dear, much as you enjoy speaking in that dreadfully, contrived
and patronizing tone, and sporting dark, sombre attire, this does not
bode well for your self-appointed, so-called, role as a serious,
objective and impartial "scholar." No. It makes you sound like a
teenage girl hurling puerile, racial slurs. Keep up the good work, old
boy.
@vaughan1978I pointed out proof of gas chambers at
Auschwitz.The gas chambers written on the Auschwitz blueprints
that were discovered in a Berlin apartment! Blueprints dated before
Auschwitz was used by nazis as death camp. Irving was released
because Lipstadt said he should be freed-the very person he sued
& exposed him for his ignorance & historical untruth. Irving is
disgraced & has no credibility. Your blind ignorance refuses to see
the facts, proof. Careful,You'll end up just like Irving!
@vaughan1978 You continue to believe in fairy stories if you
believe the Blueprints were found in a Berlin apartment. Theyw ere
actually found in a dumpster outside the apartment! I don't
understand what you mean by my ending up like Irving. He
recanted - I'll never recant and - I've spent time in prison and don't
shy away from going in again for my refusing to believe in the
Holocaust-Shoah lies. How can you deny what is the truth of a
matter? Opportunism? Fear of imprisonment or death?
FredrickToben 2 days ago
@FredrickToben You just can't see the truth.It's so sad that people
like you spread ignorance and stupidity.Lies, ignorance and
stupidity will lead you to nowhere in life-just like it did to David
Irving. Even Albert Speer,Hitler's architect, acknowledged the
Holocaust happened after his release from Spandau prison. Plus
Adolf Eichmann's oldest son claimed his father never earned his
rightful place in history for his "good job he did for HItler" for his role
in the Holocaust. They would know!
@vaughan1978 Glad to hear you still think you'll get somewhere in
life with the Holocaust-Shoah baggage in tow.
During the 1970s I spoke with Albert Speer about this matter and he
rejected the physical evidence but, like you, accepted the official
version of events and the 'guilt' attached to that. But as you know it
is a criminal matter in a number of European countries to doubt any
of the three pillars that make up the official version of the Holocaust
- telling the truth gets you locked up! FredrickToben 2 days ago
@FredrickToben Not just me, but others before me have proven the
truth and reality of the Holocaust. People like YOU, such as David
Irving, embrace ignorance and lies. David Irving is a perfect
example-David Irving was jailed in Austria for speading lies of
Holocaust denial. Lipstadt called for his release-the very person he
tried to sue, but exposed him for his historical lies said HE
SHOULDN'T be jailed.....when he started it and sued her-Lipstadt &
her defense team won with proof and facts!
@vaughan1978 Court case proves nothing. Irving offered to stop
action if they visited Auschwitz and showed the fictitious gas
induction holes I repeat: 1. Prove the six million number, 2. prove
there was a Hitler Order that started the state-ordered systematic
extermination process, 3. show me or draw me the murder weapon,
the homicidal gas chamber. I don't have the time to engage in
further dialogue with you unless you deliver the goods - for me the
Holocaust-Shoah remains a memory fiction. FredrickToben 2 days
ago
@Mudarmy Wasn't as bad as the media made it out to be?I'm sure
the families of von Stauffenburg, Olbricht, von tresckow and their
crew would DISAGREE WITH YOU TOO. All these men were part
of a conspiracy to remove HItler from power and execute Hitler. hey
risked their lives and lost them.They were executed, you idiot! They
also risked their families, everything!No, I won't be quiet. I'll speak
the truth! I don't speak propaganda or lies. Thats 100% honesty.
PillowDialect 1 month ago
This
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ah shut up scumbag and what about your atrocities jew lying
hypocrite bastard ,, you always play the victims but youre nothing
but a bunch of criminals















pudransemarikas 1 month ago
@pudransemarikas I'm the one speaking out against genocide-the
mass murder of millions of innocent people. I'm NOT a scumbugThat would be your kind. Bigotry, hatred, racism and ignorance will
get you nowhere in life.I feel sorry for people like you that embrace
ignorance instead of truth and justice.I'm speaking out for truth &
justice & for all those millions of innocent people that perished and
lost their homes, communities, families and future under the evil
Nazi regime.Yes, it was that bad!
@vaughan1978 good job man that shutted him up
@pudransemarikas Diminishing the reality of the Holocaust, plus
the sacrifice and execution of von Stauffenberg and his crew is
wrong. If you like, travel to Germany & interview the families of von
Stauffenburg, Olbricht, von Tresckow. They sacrificed & LOST
EVERYTHING! Plus their families had to grow up without these
men around. The children of these men never knew their
fathers...you have the audacity to claim "Wasn't as bad as the
media made it out to be?" They were executed in cold blood!
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
@vaughan1978 and what if somebody tried killign you?? you think
its different anywhere else?? dont forget the generals and the polish
people the soviets executed does that make them better or worse?
poo65 1 month ago
@vaughan1978 maybe you should see the other videos the same
person posted before talking...no one is trying to disguise anything
@xXStefan90Xx, what do you mean by saying that no one is trying
to disguise anything? Where are the 1.5 million children murdered
by the Nazis in this video? Where is Josef Mengele? Airbrushed
out? Photoshop? Or are you one of those oddballs that think The
Holocaust never happened? This video is no more than the most
cliched, crappy propaganda you will ever see, it's like Disney for
Nazis.
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
@ElZamo92 To show some of the great moments of Nazi Germany
and the Third Reich. Hurt to see the truth of things? Like how
nazism isn't even close to the satanism you were taught it was in
school? KingMacintosh 1 month ago
Why is this 'rare'? There seem to be scores, if not hundreds of vids
on YouTube featuring similar material.
Anyway, Hitler in that mac looks like a flasher!



Please upload the battler they were victorious! White man marches
on!



what song plisss




@eseleon13 The song is Tierra Adentro by Bordemar
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
@gmire thanks buddy, love this little tune...so peaceful.
jonnyswab12 1 month ago
Göring meinte ich



unser echte Feinde sind unter unser eigene Arische Gruppe.
Nicht links. sondern Darwin typen..Sowie Goebbels..Verrater
reptoids surrender ortohell



I recreated this feeling in home with cheap graphite wall paint from
germany.Best you can do against the anti-aryan radiation..Get the
feeling you had before 1994..but 10x This is going to be bigger than
the gassings..They make the men addict to porn and make the
blondes their property ..women cant disguise good and evil..they
subject to power



Hitler wasn't too tall was he?



@jmmccain2 no he wasn't, plus he was knock-kneed and had a
very wide, if sharp, nose. not quite the picture of Aryanism that his
regime idealized.
Most are in color, that is rare!
This just show's that they were human.. Just.. Different.. Had Hitler
not gone to war, I think this would've been Germany for at-least fifty
years, happy, unity, all that..
This is good.
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@jonnyswab12..My rant or whatever you call it is seeing the Third
Reich for what it really is-a dictatorship that oppressed millions and
committed genocide on millions of innocent people. Not all
Germans were Nazis such as Sophie Scholl and all members of the
White Rose group. Solders such as Von Stauffenberg risked their
lives, livelihood and family to stand up against the Third Reich,
Germans that weren't part of the Third Reich. NOTHING good came
from the Third Reich. Just carnage & genocide!
@vaughan1978
No, not all Germans were Nazis, just the good ones.
@jonnyswab12@.I pointed out von Stauffenburg as an
example.One of many that stood up against the evil tyrannical Nazi
regime! Thank God for Germans like von Stauffenburg & others that
were brave enough to stand up against Hitler.They were executed
or sent to death camps! Yes there are others as you listed, but if
EVEN more of the German people had been like Von Stauffenburg
& Sophie Scholl of the White Rose & stood up against Hitler & his
Nazi regime, there never would've been a Holocaust.
@Elekktrode....6 million were Jews! In addition to the 6 millions
Jews were the other 5 million that perished by the Third Reich were
homosexuals, gypsies, handicapped, disabled and other people the
Nazis labeled as inferior. Research this yourself and you'll discover
the truth!
NOM NOM GRAPES
My only point was that any rare footage about the Third Reich must
include footage from ALL life of the Third Reich so the atrocities
from the death camps, ghettos where many endured harsh life,
death methods such as firing squads, pits that were dug by the
victims then shot dead as their bodies were put layer by layer,
innocent people taken from their homes and rounded up, the
cattlecars to the death camps, the resistance movement of those
that fought the Third Reich should all be included...
@vaughan1978 The video says rare "moment" not rare footage.
These are moments of the Reich that no one ever pays attention to.
So it's a nice video showing that not all German troops were
heartless and evil demons. They were people like anyone else
during the war. Only because of the Holocaust and because they
were the Allies enemy, do we say they were evil people.
@jonnyswab12."do my research before I talk shit." I actually did my
research I suggest you do the same.I never talk shit. The Nazis did
not commit genocide all by themselves! Who do you think helped
with deporting the Jews from German town and villages in Germany
and other occupied Nazi countries?! The Nazi had many
collaborators! Those that went up against them were
executed...such as Claus con Stauffenberg! There is nothing good
about the Third Reich....especially to those that perished!
@vaughan1978 Von Stauffenberg was one of dozens that
attempted to wipe hitler out..im suprised that you havent listed any
in your rant considering you claim to have done your research.
Henning Von Tresckow, Major General in the German Wehrmacht
attempted assasination in march 1943. Rupprecht Gerngrob, april
1945 controlled the radio transmitters in Freimann and Erding &
broadcasted messages in multiple languages ordering the people to
rise up against the regime and resist the SS. Want more?
@vaughan1978
Ironically it was many of those people perishing which constitute the
greatest part of the third Reich.
@jonnyswab12.You sure do like to make excuses for good people
of the Third Reich. While they were enjoying life as depicted in this
hypocritical film, 6 million Jews were enduring life in the ghettos,
gassed, murdered, deported to death camps, endured human
experimentation, the death marches that occurred, among other
death methods that murdered millions, along with 5 other million
such as gypsies, homosexuals, disabled and other victims were
murdered as well. That is the truth.
@vaughan1978 Who said the six million deaths were all Jews?? I
have read numerous books on the Third Reich and have never
heard of an additional five million killed. Show your source
1:30 nazi turtle is so cute! =D
Slapper, I have no problem with chief named Ali so long as he-or
she- is Albanier, Tatar, or Bosnien, that is from Mother Europe. But
Ali the Somali? No that will be not happen in the New Europe as
there will be no Somalis permanently in Europe. Their sphere of
influence and range of action is/will be Africa.



Ah Slapper, I worry for you. You must learn to control your anger,
learn self-discipline if you are to be effective debater. Take time and
read writings of Buddha or Lao Tse and the Tao. Give you better
self control. You lack that now. Meanwhile back on point. We are
about rebirth of Mother Europe and to drive off leaches who prey
upon the sweet nectar of Mother Europe.



@wanker1,
Go play with your weiner schitzel, you out of work, benefit sponging,
wannabee neo-nazi bottom feeder playing the blame game and
engaging in self-pleasure to "onkel adi." You talk nonsense and
poo, and cannot answer an honest question, yesterday's man. Idiot.
PS Better? Not hurt your feelings so much? PPS STILL posting
rather than replying to comments, I see. Always and forever the
sniveling, weak coward. A small man.



@wanker1,
You say: " We are about rebirth of Mother Europe and to drive off
leaches who prey upon the sweet nectar of Mother Europe."
Interesting. A two part question if I may.
How do you intend to do this? Could you lead by example and get
your job back at 7-11.
This time, try and be civil to Ali, the Somalian guy who will be your
boss on the night shift. You know the guy - the one that wasn't fired
like you...... Hee! Hee!



Sick...



LOL this video is hilarious..... now back to reality..... we need to
reform the U.S.S.R and bring COMMUNISM into the world!!!!!!
:D



Ah Slapper, All your insults, all your curses, cannot stop spread of
idea whose time has come. Auslaender only here to suck sweet
nectar of Mother Europe. They there only to collect free rent and
stipends, and , in time, kill you, replace you, and steal Mother
Europe from its peoples.... Attila and the Huns have returned.
Multikulti nations are failed nations. China, Korea, and Japan are
ethno-natonal models for success in 21st century. Wer nicht mit der
Zeit geht, der geht mit der Zeit.....



@wanker1,
Go fuck yourself, you unemployed, welfare leeching, fake neo-nazi
scumbag playing the blame game and masturbating to "onkel adi."
You talk gibberish and shit, and cannot answer a straight question,
dinosaur. Fool.



aww look at those nazis... so adorable with all that blood on their
hands! :)



@TheSickness14 Look at you, thinking you know the real history
and not just the one that the allied wrote for little piggies like you to
be proud of. For some reason they dont make movies about the
ussr death camps called gulags, somewhy the allied media doesnt
tell you that they let half of europe to be occupied by ussr, they dont
show the genocide that went on here, they dont acknowledge the
third reichs missile techonogy or theyre superior fighting skills.
@pasaratas61 I know all that and acknoledge their missile
technology OK?
But not everyone will agree Germany had the best fighting skills
back then...









@pasaratas61 Not to mention that the USSR basically won the war
in Europe...the USA just finished off a beaten and worn out
enemy....They came in and took all the credit....The Russians lost
more than 27million people. Civilians included...How many did the
allies loose?
@TheSickness14 Btw, america only dropped two atomic bombs on
Japan causing dreamendous torture and mutations, its not like they
gassed anyone......
@pasaratas61 What do you mean by that?
aaaahhh, such a great man..



The Rise of the 3rd Reich 2/9 (Malay Subtitle) << paste in youtube
search.Best Third Reich Documentary ever.



This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
Praesident Sarkozy sagte: "Multikulti has failed in France". Wir
bedanken Ihnen (We thank you) diese tatsache endlich zu
erkennen Herr Praesident. Inmigration poses grave danger to
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survival Mother Europe. Scales now fall from eyes of all Europeans
including leaders. Vereinigt euch alle Europaer und wehrt euch
gegen die Auslaender, gegen die Feinde! Unite and defend Mother
Europe from foreigner invaders! All sozi/leftist philiosophies are the
ideologies of western suicide. Zwangsman1 2 months ago





@wankerman1,
You're only all pissy because you were fired from your minimum
wage job, and have been claiming unemployment due to your
laziness and stupidity ever since. Bitterness, impotence and anger
are often the result of the fiscally challenged and emotionally
vulnerable. How do you think SHITler came to power????!!!!! Any
plans to devote some of your copy and paste passages to the
millions methodically slaughtered by SHITler and his goons? Or
"onkel adi" as you sweetly call him.



@wanker,
Your last three posts read like Mills & Boon fake neo-nazism at its
worst!!!! Come clean, you old turd muncher - where did you copy
and paste this propoganda laced drivel? It's definitely not from your
pen/mind. There isn't a single grammatical error. Apallingly written,
yes, but grammatically correct. "my older sister carried the big
basket in which the twins were lain." Give me a fucking break,
wanker!!!!! It's worse than Danielle Steel!
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Some minutes later we heard a horrible noise — the bombers.
There were nonstop explosions. Our cellar was filled with fire and
smoke and was damaged, the lights went out and wounded people
shouted dreadfully. In great fear we struggled to leave this cellar.
My mother and my older sister carried the big basket in which the
twins were lain. With one hand I grasped my younger sister and
with the other I grasped the coat of my mother. Zwangsman1 2
months ago
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Account of 9-year old girl: About 9:30 PM the alarm was given. We
children knew that sound and got up and dressed quickly, to hurry
downstairs into our cellar which we used as an air raid shelter. My
older sister and I carried my baby twin sisters, my mother carried a
little suitcase and the bottles with milk for our babies. On the radio
we heard with great horror the news: "Attention, a great air raid will
corne over our town!" This news I will never forget. Zwangsman1 2
months ago



throughout history the nation with the people who had the highest
intelligence quotient normally prevailed in every war except when
severely outnumbered such as what happened to the Germans in
WW2. The passage of time has shown that the WW2-era Germans
were the most potent force in history because of the death blows
that were delivered to both the British empire and the Soviet
empire.



13 Feb 45 The first wave of bombers dropped their load in a
random pattern, forcing the residents to flee to a large open park in
center of the city. The second wave of bombers targeted the public
park in the center of the city. Knowing there would be many
thousands of people in the park, seeking refuge from the firestorms.
The day after the bomber raid flights of P-51 fighter planes
descended on the city. Machine gunning ambulances, fire trucks,
groups of survivors, and rescue vehicles.



@wankersman1,
You say: "The first wave of bombers dropped their load in a random
pattern...." The only party in 2011 who: "dropped their load in a
random pattern" is you, sad old man. Not to worry - the nurse doing
her night rounds will change your leather panties soon, wanker.......

These are accounts of survivor of Dresden raids named Lothar
Metzger. He was nine at time of raids. And his young twin sisters
died in raids.
mega like heil hitler comrades!
Wie heißt das Lied?
Heil Hitler.
Hey people, i really loathe the way you start your comments with
"Oh this video is very interesting" and then you end the sentence in
something like "Fuck Hitler" or "Fuck Nazis". That ending just
makes your comment pointless.
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We saw terrible things: cremated adults shrunk to the size of small
children, pieces of arms and legs, dead people, whole families burnt
to death, burning people ran to and fro, burnt coaches filled with
civilian refugees, dead rescuers and soldiers, many were calling
and looking for their children and families, and fire everywhere,
everywhere fire, and all the time the hot wind of the firestorm threw
people back into the burning houses they were trying to escape
from. Zwangsman1 2 months ago
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It became more and more difficult to breathe. lt was dark and all of
us tried to leave this cellar with inconceivable panic. Dead and
dying people were trampled upon, luggage was left or snatched up
out of our hands by rescuers. The basket with our twins covered
with wet cloths was snatched up out of my mothers hands and we
were pushed upstairs by the people behind us. We saw the burning
street, the falling ruins and the terrible firestorm.
Zwangsman1 2 months ago
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Account of Lothar Metzger age 9: "We fled into another cellar
overcrowded with injured and distraught men women and children
shouting, crying and praying. No light except some electric torches.
And then suddenly the second raid began. This shelter was hit too,
and so we fled through cellar after cellar. Many, so many, desperate
people came in from the streets. lt is not possible to describe!
Explosion after explosion. It was beyond belief, worse than the
blackest nightmare. Zwangsman1 2 months ago
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We did not recognize our street any more. Fire, only fire wherever
we looked. Our 4th floor did not exist anymore. The broken remains
of our house were burning. On the streets there were burning
vehicles and carts with refugees, people, horses, all of them
screaming and shouting in fear of death. I saw hurt women,
children, old people searching a way through ruins and flames....
And we hear that London will build monument to British WKII
bombers? Zwangsman1 2 months ago
@wanker,
Such heart rendering, sweet tales of yesteryear sorrow - this is what
happens when you allow a syphilitic, Austrian madman to run your
country. And you say that with your hand you: "grasped the coat of
my mother." Well, wanker, fraulein wanker is no longer alive, and I
sense that you're still reaching for her coat tails. Sorry, washed up
old man. Maybe in death you can join her and both masturbate to
"onkel adi SHITler."

And then you can put your false teeth in a glass, snore and fart all
night, dream of "onkel adi", and the youth you never had. You're an
old "never been", wanker.



This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
Erinnert euch an die ehemalige Bevoelkerung d.h. Breslauer
Fluechtlingle u. Dresdner Einwohner, die in die innerstadt Dresdens
vertilgt waren. Remember the the refugees of Breslau and
inhabitants of Dresden inner city annihilated by bombing of 13th14th February.... Zwangsman1 2 months ago



Interesting, but completely inaccurate. If it's rare footage about the
Third Reich, so much was left out! The concentration death camps
such as Auschwitz, Dachau, Sobibor, Treblinka and many others
were omitted along with the mass murder killings, the ghettos,
oppression and mass murder of Jews, Russian POW's, gypsies,
invasion of European countries such as Denmark, Poland, France,
Belgium. the list goes on....Joseph Goebbels, Hitler's propaganda
minister, did film such horrific events.....



@vaughan1978,
Excellent post.
This "disneyfied" nazi video conveniently omits the searing images
of the million plus children tortured, starved experimented upon,
and slaughtered in a clinical and efficient manner by SHITler and
the nazis due to their ethnicity.
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@vaughan1978 Read the title..Rare Footage of the Third
Reich..Google Third Reich and see what comes up.....This is
footage of life in the Third Reich; from a soldier perspective, from
civilian aspect and high command...How many videos do you see
out there of the Third Reich that have this type of footage..Some
clips are in other videos, but mainly, the videos portray what you
have spoken about....as bad as the Nazi were, im happy to see
history for what it was, and is...
@vaughan1978 Completely inaccurate is far from the truth, in fact,
as a relative from a surviving German Jew during WW2....Many
Germans did not know the extent of the atrocities being committed,
because of the location of the death camps. The media was in
complete control of the German Propaganda Ministry, which limited
the input most Germans were exposed to. 95% of camps were
outside of Germany. In foreign occupied countries.. Do your
reaserch before you talk shit.
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
Onkel Adi war der erste Europäer ausser vielleicht Julius Caesar, er
hat viele Völker verbunden Norwegen, Ungarn, Letten, Esten,
Japaner, Türken, Inder,... usw. Zwangsman1 2 months ago
@wankerman,
I love your sneaky, cowardly jibes that take the form of a "post"
rather than a "reply." You are a weak and little old man, who needs
to change his fecal filled leather briefs, as they must play havoc
when you practice your goose stepping. It's not easy being a
pretend neo-nazi in 2011.......
Prime Minister David Cameron of UK: "Multiculturalism has failed".
Well yes Herr Minister- and my UK friends- welcome to real world of
2011. Multikulti=Tod d. Europas=death of Mother Europe.
Successful nations for 21st century must copy homogeneous model
of PRC/Korea and Japan -one nation, one people, and one culture.
No need of silly leftist ideas vomited forth by evil hypocrites like
whining Slapper.
"Die Deutschen müßten Engel oder Heilige sein, um zu vergessen
und zu vergeben, was sie an Ungerechtigkeiten und Grausamkeiten
zweimal in einer Generation zu erleiden hatten". L. Fischer 2009.
Dresden Trauermarsch 13.Februar 2011. We honor dead of
Dresden killed by Luftgangster like Slapper's grandfather. Slapperdid you know that when first pictures of mass dead of Dresden
being burned appear, that press claimed these pictures are jews
killed by Germans?

seen that information you can decide for yourself. You'll never see
this information on TV, hear it on the radio, or read it in the
newspapers. Educate yourself.




DarfVlad 2 months ago
A great global clash of civilizations is coming. All outsiders must be
removed from Mother Europe for the people's protection.
@wankerman1,
Oh, piss off, you stupid, delusional, irrelevant, washed up old
bastard. You're no more than a leach and a parasite on Europe.
Jack off to "onkle adi" (as you so sweetly refer to SHITler, the
syphilitic, meth addicted murderer). Fake neo-nazi douchebag.




1:30 poor turtle.
hahah love the Hitler-in-little-flying-hat sequence, never seen that
before
Mommy can i get a nazi pet?



till this day, mankind always sees nazis as evil & barbaric but never
see other evil powerful nation such as the soviet, american or israel



what an interesting video and extraordinary piece of world history.
fuck Nazis and fuck Israel.



It does show the germans are human.



Granted ever War has a side of Sunshine even if its barely visible.
Im not a fan of any war or leader of those wars be terrorist labeled,
or Patriot of Freedom. Regardless Every "monster" has a soft side,
but we only see the ugly in ppl during times like war and hatred,
even if misunderstood.




4:56 - 5:03 der fuhrer fixing his hairdo xP.
@lostwisdomtooth,
You forget the burp and fruity adjustment of his belt and jodhpurs.
And the emo hairdo fixing couldn't be gayer if SHITler tried!!!!!!!!!!




@slapperharrris Fuck off Hitler is god.
@lostwisdomtooth,
Yes, SHITler's a god among scat munchers, piss drinkers, cowards,
emos and queers!!!!! Relax, son.



What is the music?



Dresden Trauermarsch 13. Februar 2011





To the youth of Mother Europe- tis time to stand up to leftists dogs
who bow to false god of multikulti. Multikulti=Tod d. Europas,
mulitkulti=no culture at all. leftist will destroy Mother Europe only so
to stay in power and to line their pockets with gold.

Time coming shortly to honor dead of Dresden bombing raid 1314.2.45. We talk of times when Slapper's parents committed war
crimes and acted as mass murderers against people of Dresden
and refugees from Breslau who were also in city



@wankersman,
My parents were children during the war, you stupid old man.

They are evil with no other agenda. As once memeber of leftist
government I know. And no silly fools like Slapper or threats of
death form others will stop me from telling the truth to youth. Steht
auf u. Wehrt euch!



Again, you lie and post furtive comments, you fake, neo-nazi
douchebag.
Just go and masturbate to "onkel adi", as you so sweetly call him.
And then wait for your welfare check, leech.

@wankerman,
Hush, old fool.

You're just a very, very silly old man who has no relevance or
importance anymore.

People are laughing at you, sad old man.
Especially the part where you get all maudlin and weepy over
SHITler, referring to him as "onkel adi." A man that MURDERED
over 1.5 million children in calculated, clinical cold blood. What does
this have to do with centrist, leftist or rightist politics, buffoon? Can
you answer this question, liar? You should be ashamed of yourself,
evil old bastard. Go fuck yourself.




@slapperharrris Amazing that u and Wankerman are still at it. Both
of you serious about your views of WWII and thats great. However,
has any issue been resolved?
I'm a sucker for color nazi footage, I don't know why!



@DarfVlad
Go wank over hitler tosser!



awww happy Nazies
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Educate yourself about the holohoax. Go to holocaustdenialvideos
website to see 9 hours of free revisionist videos.. Then once you've



Ah Slapper, Up to old tricks I see? What wrong- did Onkel Adi's
boys put one up the bum of your opa? Still worried only about death
camps? Still forgetting the other 60 million people who die in WKII?
You are like boring broken record.
Does your Mum hold your hand when you go to pinkel?



@wanker1,
"Opa????"
"Pinkel????"
Your verbiage re-affirms the obvious - you're an aging fool, and an
old fashioned non-entity.
Yesterday's man. A bitter, antiquated dinosaur. A loser and a joke.
Begone, anachronistic wretch.
And a dreadful liar to boot.



@wankersman1,
The cowardly old man still chooses to "post" rather than "reply" to
comments.......Cluck, cluck...!!!!
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From 3:12 min to 3:28 min, impressive.
@Yaqidh,
But not as impressive as the huge and sophisticated array of death
camps the nazis engineered during their reign of terror, murder and
bloodshed. For some strange reason, they are conspicuously
absent in this Disneyfied nazi propaganda video. Where is the
footage of cowardly mengele experimenting upon, torturing and
murdering children? Maybe you, as a 21st century anti-Semite,
racist and pretend neo-nazi can explain this.....? I'd really
appreciate it. Thanks, abdul!
Behind the beautiful and glamorous faces of this clip lie the evil
truth of Nazi demons.




Don't let the door hit you on the ass on the way out.




At 2:08 min, probably one of the best tasting chocolates ever.
Kill nazis



@Evilpawn2,
"Kill nazis", you say.
Don't sweat it - they're all dead. Or hiding from justice, wearing
diapers, and/or don't know what day it is.

EVIL!!!!
lol this vid makes the third rage look like a nice place




At 6:10 min, that little girl is flexible with the height she lifted her
right leg to.
@Yaqidh,
SHITler's view (not "vue") on things peaceful????
You been smoking a hookah? I know you have strong hash in your
part of the world, but have you been at the opium?
If you call the cold blooded slaughter of millions of innocents
"peaceful", I dread to think what your definition of non peaceful is.
And commenting on the flexibility of little girls legs in propaganda
laced nazi videos is really, really, really creepy.

The only "nazis" left now are pretend neo-nazis living in their mom's
basement. And they're about as threatening as a de-clawed kitten
on valium..... Fail SHITler!!!!!!!!!!!!!






Super doopah creepy..... Are you for real, Abdul?













@slapperharrris My religion does not allow me to smoke, besides
that is hazardous to health. It would not mean if one is a peaceful
person, that he has to accept to be mistreated, without defending
his own self. That is what Hitler did. He was correct.
@Yaqidh,
In that case, you must eating solid lumps of hash to be uttering the
gibberish you are. How was SHITler mistreated to the point where
he murdered millions in cold blood? Did little kids attack SHITler?
Does your religion allow you to be a raving anti-Semite, or excuse
the murder of children? Speaking of children, does your religion
also allow you to make incredibly creepy references re the flexibilty
of small girls on nazi videos? You are a true weirdo, abdul.
@slapperharrris You seem to deviate in your reasonning. All the
personal insults are unecessary. Germany was embarassed to sign
an accord after the 1st WW, Hitler did the right thing cleaning up the
table, and getting Germany back its integrity. Don´t mislead in your
posts, remain close to real facts, not fiction or fantasy facts. Boy you
are too emotional. The Rotschilds were acitive to sponsor wars, and
they ´re still at it til today. The Rots eviled UK to not accept peace
with Germany then.
@Yaqidh,
Insults, abdul? Hardly. Merely pointing out the obvious. Any grown
man (if this is what you are) that comments on the flexibilty of a
small girl on a propaganda laced nazi video should be on a
pedophile watch dog list. And you have been asked to justify the
slaughter of millions of innocents by SHITler and the reich. You
can't and you won't. Why? Because you're just a nasty little antiSemite, pretend neo-nazi who is now waffling about something
completely unrelated.
@slapperharrris See the mental state you use to communicate.
Children for me are, along with animals, lovely, there is nothing
wrong, or criminal with loving these in a genuine way. I think you
are missing love in your entourage. Kids are angels, they are
innocent, and that is something I highly respect. Rather reply on the
Rots, and their evil deeds, along with their allies. Get the facts
accurate and straight, if you do not know them, or if you know them,
stop pretending pls.
@yukkid,
abdul, if, as you claim, you love children so much, then be a good
boy, stop talking shit, and explain why you masturbate to one
aDORK SHITler, a man that made a failed career based on the
torture, starvation, experimentation and murder of children. And
based on your prior comment: "At 6:10 min, that little girl is flexible
with the height she lifted her right leg to." Do you park your car
outside grade schools with puppy Labradors and candy in it?
Creeeeeepy....!!!!!

@slapperharrris I am through with you, it would be a waste of time
and attention pursuing with you.
@Yaqidh,
Then take your inability to answer questions put to you and rabid
racism elsewhere.















@slapperharrris "nazis" left now are pretend neo-nazis living in their
mom's basement. hehehehelol, like the losers they are.
@slapperharrris While I agree that the Nazis of WWII are dead or
close to the end, there is a movement of new Neo Nazis that we
need to be aware of.
@slapperharrris What about Nazi Skinheads?
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@slapperharrris "fail shitler"? Did you come up with that all by
yourself? Lol how cute you think you are really clever dont you?
You are just another allied brainwashed Jewish puppet. I bet you
have never explored the facts of the third reich coming from a progerman point of view have you? You have just absorbed the heavy
jewish propaganda that comes out of the Jewish dominated US
media. You really think you are holier than thou dont you and fight
for justice? Keep saying "fail shitler" moron
JoanBeatrington001 2 months ago 5
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
thank you i am in germay and when ever i come to america i read
history books and it makes as americans in world war 2 seen like
little angels well there not
samdo123 1 month ago
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
@samdo123 Yes your right, dont let them brainwash you my friend.
"history is written by the victor" Spread the word to Germans that
WW2 is not as black and white as the allies make it out to be
JoanBeatrington001 1 month ago
@JoanBeatrington001, the vast majority of Germans are deeply
ashamed of Nazi conduct and want to move on, and what part of
history is not true? That Hitler and the Nazis murdered 1.5 million
children? if you want to live in la la land be my guest! No-one cares
about Nazis anymore, they're forgotten.
@cquilty1 And that is where you just contradicted yourself! It is
horrible what Hitler and the SS did, but there is a reason why we
remember! I cannot believe how dumb you can be by not seeing
this...WE REMEMBER SO WE WILL NEVER FORGET, IN ORDER
THAT THIS WILL NEVER HAPPEN AGAIN! How dare you say
Nazis are forgotten! Never forget what happened to prevent that
any of this evert happens again
@xXStefan90Xx, calm down, calm down. What I meant was that
the nazis are forgotten as far as their relevance and importance
goes. Of course we should not forget the horrors and atrocities they
inflicted on millions of innocents. Happy now?
@cquilty1 ha Nazis arnt forgotten, I still remember them.and in
some cases look up to them and ask my self what if questions?
what if they had won? what would europe be like?
@WorldFrontlineMedia, But the nazis didn't win, did they, so what's
the point of crying over spilled milk? The nazis are only
remembered by a handful of disenfranchised losers.
@edttex, once more I will explain myself. No, we should not forgot
the barbaric excesses of the nazis, but as an entity they are no
longer relevant, just a handful of mindless, perverted thugs who got
their asses kicked. And let's not split hairs as to which segment of
them was "good" and which was "bad." Let's just be thankful they
were obliterated and destroyed.
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@edttex. are you one of those closet, passive aggressive Nazi
sympathaziers? You sound angry enough.
@edttex, I could care less what you think of my attitude, and could
care even less whether you are a marine, a flower seller, or a
performing monkey. You sound as if you have a chip on your
shoulder, and have the grammar and spelling of a performing
monkey. Of course it's unfortunate that untold young soldiers died
(on both sides), but the real tragedy is the millions of innocents who
were slaughtered by Hitler and his morons, 1.5 million of them
children.
@edttex. yes, I'd be doubled up laughing if I stood in front of you.
Please spare me the online threats and keyboard hero bullshit,
monkey. It just makes you look like an ignorant imbecile. Yes, you
can say what you want on YT. It's an open and public forum, but
they will not tolerate hate speech and threatening behavior. Your
YT account can be suspended and in some cases, law enforcement
will track and prosecute individuals via their IP address. Don't be a
jackass, son.
@edttex, dear boy, I called you a monkey based on your intellect,
and have no idea as to your skin color and could care less, it
appears that YOU associate the word monkey with an ethnic
minority, no? You did not threaten me and I am not threatening to
track you down via your IP. Merely for your information. I could care
less of your opinion of me, and repsonding to you is very, very
amusing, son. However, my opinion of you obviously matters, thin
skinned monkey.
edttex 1 week ago
@edttex, so my boy, let's recap, first you associate monkeys with
black people (and deny it), then start babbling unsolicited about
homosexuality, when no-one else even mentioned it. This is very,
very revealing. And at one point did we have a "pleasant
conversation?" It's merely me pointing out what a silly little
wannabee Nazi fool you are, son. And the chip on your shoulder is
getting bigger, especially the part where YOU say what a beautiful
wife you have. No-one asked.
Insecure?
@edttex, dear boy, thanks for replying two comments to my every
one. Who is obsessed and getting all hot under the collar....? And
thanks for also "praying" for me. I didn't ask for it, private parts, and
it means nothing to me. And it's spelled "straight" and "waste" (not
"strait" and "waist") incidentally. Just a dumb jarhead aren't you boy.
If you're not a racist, then why do you associate the word monkey
with black people, and what's with all the nazi soldier vids you
favorite, weirdo?
@cquilty1 if im such a jarhead and getting hot under the collar. then
why do i keep trying to drop this and you keep responding just leave
me be. why are you obsessed?
@edttex, shit yourself...?
@cquilty1 nope, just done playing your game. So, please don't cry
(or shit YOURSELF) when i don't respond to you anymore. you are
obsessed and need to find a hobby other then creeping on people
on the internet.
@edttex, so ol' grandpappy was a goosestepper which is why
you're a little closet Nazi sympathizer who removes comments that
compromise you Something to hide jnr?. What a terrible little
coward. Game, set and match. It really was very, very easy. You're
not weird bcoz your shit eating grandpa was a Nazi, your wird bcoz
you remove a shit load of comments like a pussy thief in the night,
and you cannot stop commenting despite saying you're above it.
Youre such a twat son.....such a twat.
@cquilty1 ok little girl ok if you say so. oh and "bcoz" is spelled
BECAUSE. what a loser. i will keep commenting just to piss you off
because your sooo easy to get a rise out of. and i am not bothered
by what u say about my opa you don't know him. or me. you still
didn't address have the shit i said because its true just please keep
commenting.
@cquilty1 i refuse to indulge your obsession and sick fantasy any
further. im not your boy, son or anything else to you.
@edttex, u r so creepy! MAking references to homosexuality when
no-one else is talking about it, comparing blacks to monkeys,
getting all horny for Nazis (and denying it!), posting praise YT on
other videos about your "opa" (grandpa being a nazi soldier), and
making thinly veiled threats to me as to what you would do if I "was
in front of you." And then you remove all these comments like the












pussy you are!!Don't worry. I have saved them all and YT has a
record of them also, monkey weirdo!!
@cquilty1 See i read this and think wow, i have made this girl
angry! you know nothing that your talking about and why are you
creeping on what i say? and why are you making the threat that you
have all my comments your creepy. for the record i removed my
comments cus this who thing is stupid and not worth my time and
you should stop commenting. and yes my opa fought for the 14th
SS, he was not a nazi. I am proud of my heritage if that makes me
weird then ok.
@edttex, you removed your comments because you're a punk ass
pussy whose dead murdering grandpa didn't wash the crap out of
his leather panties before donating them to you....get out of here jnr.
You make threats on YT, compare black people to monkeys and
get all hot n bothered about gramps being a nazi. You're a marine,
eh? Hmmmm....what would your CO say if he saw these posts? No
wonder you removed them. How about you tell us where you're
posted and we'll forward the comments to your CO?
@cquilty1 You do not have to be a Nazi sympathizer to realize that
the average German soldier fought for Germany, not Hitler. Sure,
there were plenty who were die-hard National Socialists, but the
truth of the matter is that most the soldiers were only doing their
duty. To call them Nazis, would be like to call all American soldiers
Democrats just because that was the party in office at the time.
@cquilty1 When history is forgotten , it repeats...
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
@samdo123 America is in grave danger. We are to busy destroying
peace and bragging our asses off that we don't notice that (you
know who) is stealin it from under our noses. aka elite,or skull and
bones. I want peace and goodness, and happiness, so I say I am
one of the good ones trying to say the right words for the U.S. But
nobody is perfect. and I sure as hell wil never be considering how
many fights i get into with bullies in 12th grade. but this will stop just
like wars will if join good starburstCeltic 1 month ago
@slapperharrris Ahh the propaganda, try to look at the ww2 at a
neutral point of view, if its still possible after all the jewish
propaganda.
Cagon el Déu que t'aguanta Slapper. No more time to waste for
you. We focus on rebirth of Mother Europe, and rebuild of Kontinent
for the peoples...



@wankersman1,
Blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, same old copy and paste bullmess. And
STILL "posting" rather than "replying" to comments, sneaky,
cowardly, fake neo-nazi wanker.



well Hitler at least wasn't killing his own people...
@paradoxass,
You are grossly erroneous about SHITler not killing his own people.
No different to that other murdering bastard, Stalin, SHITler, via the
gestapo and death camps, rounded up and slaughtered many,
many Germans. Nazi Germany was a police state run with an iron
grip, terror and fear. Pick up a book, laddie.



So peaceful. Let's eat some grapes today, kill some Jews tomorrow.



@Bullstriker aha? people who were eating grapes were part of the
werhmacht, people who fought for germany. Go say that when you
see people with an S.S uniform , not the bloody Werhmacht
the communist killed 100.000.000 millions of people and germany
only 6.000.000 the more evil are stalin hittler only figh for your
country and the people








@sonders54 Only? At this point, there is no 'more evil' both leaders
are evil
i'm jewish. i didn't do anything to anyone. i read mein kampf, und
hitler ist nicht so intelligent. germany is a country of brilliant minds
too. hitler's these ist scheiße: kurz gesagt, jews = scum i was just
born. i'm broke as shit. hitler war verwirrt, on amphetamines (for his
back, granted like JFK) but it just made hitler drift away if u think u
like hitler, think about dying for no reason, choking to death. i don't
have any opinions, but one thing i know is that hitler was wrong
DanKreiger 3 months ago
chinga a tu madre señor gaucho
slapper, You are funny gallows bird. First you call me bad names.
Then you threaten me. If you could argue the facts, you would.
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However facts not on your side are they, no? So you call me
standard leftist names instead. I am not impressed.





You are exactly type of person I am here to warn Mother Europe
about....



@wankerman,
I did not threaten you and could not even be bothered to do. I
merely said that only death will bring you peace as you are a deeply
unhappy, disillusioned, bitter old man who is about as relevant as
SHITler is today. Since when is idiot a "leftist name", for this is what
you are - a complete idiot who rambles and babbles utter tripe. You
have not the ability to warn anyone about anything - you're simply a
washed up old pretend neo-nazi, and an object of pity and scorn.

Yes my Slapper Friend, 6,000,000 jewish people die in WKII. Yes
but those are 9% of 65,000,000 people killed in total war. You not
comment on Chinese deaths of Nanking, or Japanese at Nagasaki
and Hiroshima, or Germans at Dresden and Hamburg, Soviets at
Kiev or Leningrad, or Brits of Coventry or London. Why is this?



@wankersman1,
Like a nagging head cold, you return when least wanted with your
endless copy and paste drivel, though you certainly have a rival
imbecile with this dankrug idiot. You forgot to cite Pol Pot, Saddam
and Ghadaffi to name but a few. This is a nazi propaganda video
aimed at fools like you, I know it's hard for you, but STAY ON
SUBJECT. And do two wrongs make a right? Muppet.



@slapperharrris I am happily to the point. I am sorry but it is you
who rambles around. Mein Zweck, mein Ziel, my purpose is cleardo what is best for Mother Europe and for its peoples....
@wankersman1, allow me to parody your relentless copy and paste
drivel: "Mother Europe, wake up from the invaders and
leeches...multiculti = no culture, oh, onkel adi, I get so hot and
bothered over your narrow shoulders and womanly hips that I make
a big, sticky mess in my leather breeches, and I have 16 university
degress, and leftist and rightist bastards take my job away from me
because I'm a lazy, worthless bastard!"
You're a clown, a bitter scratched record and ol' Spadger knows....

Slapper, You are a strange gallows bird. It is you who is obsessive
over Onkel Adi. I speak to future of Mother Europe, and how to
repair damage caused to Mother Europe by policies of evil leftist
dogs like you. In fact the period of leftist dominance in Mother
Europe which began in 1945 has come to close in 2011. Das Volkthe people- are now once again coming to power and they will
control their own destiny. Es lebe hoch Europa! Viva Europa!



@wankersman1,
Foolish, irrelevant old man babbling endlessly........ You get all wet
for SHITler......in 2011! He, like your dreams, hopes and aspirations
are long, long dead. Weak, yesterday's man and a fake neo-nazi
douchebag who has not the courage to "reply" to a comment. Death
will bring you peace/



Yes Slapper- you true leftist- only care about yourself..aber das
passt wie die Faust aufs Auge. The key point here is the peoplethe living breathing people. WKII is long gone- darueber is laengst
Gras gewachsen. Let it be. Focus on the future- the future of
Mother Europe.



victors would not have the spoils, and Germans survivers would not
be worthy or it. Great guy!

@wankerman1,
Oh shuddup with your copy and paste and bullshit, you tedious,
aging, irrelevant wanker. It's not about left, right or centre, it's about
you jacking off to SHITler (or 'onkle adi' as you so warmly refer to
him), a dead, murderous lunatic. Fucking fake neo-nazi waste of
space. You are no more than yesterday's man stiil sneakily
"posting" rather than "replying" to comments.





It was the last chance of Europe... so sad.
The hollow cost is a fraud tthere is no proof of homicidal gas
chambers on the contrary there is plenty of proof that is is a racist
fraud ,were is the proof slapper you post some so it can be shot
down because it is a HOAX , People like you are great for the truth
to come out thanks friend





@slapperharrris - you and Wankerman1 still going at it? Have u two
resolved any conflicts? Have u two resoved anything? Hmm, doesnt
look like it. Well, I bet you are going to zing me for stating my
opinion of yours and Wankersnam1 debate. Just wondering how
long u two can go at it without accomplishing anything.
wanker,



Okay Slapper, I do this for you. If you play selection "eine Herde
weisser Schafe" in my favorites, you can see my dwelling in
background....



slapper, I share your comments with workers and we all laugh. You
are feisty one. But our meckering cannot hide great issues which
face Mother Europe. Multikulti societies are failed societies and
bankrupt societies. Will Mother Europe arise and purge itself or will
go down path of failure and bankruptcy?
That is the great issue, the Total War which faces Mother Europe in
2011



Look whether these "smart" "sane" people really believe the
holocaust was a lie is irrelevant. It would appear the bigger issue for
them is getting attention. Any schmuck can say what they want in
these comments. The downside to youtube..



I can't help but be really bothered when Hitler smiles and fawns
over kids, especially those that will be sent to fight near the end of
the war. He proved by word and deed that he was willing literally to
throw them to the lions to be devoured by his "total" war. At the end
before his suicide, he expected the people to die defending
Germany, while anything worth anything should be destroyed so the

@damprug,
You have made a statement claiming that the Holocaust did not
occur? Is this correct?
If so, please provide all the nice people in YouTube land
REPUTABLE and ACCREDITED sources verifying this claim.

Still the same embittered bullshit from an irrelevant old man who
wears dead nazi uniforms behind closed doors....... And what an
earth makes you think I am remotely interested in your "dwelling?"
You're losing the plot.



@damprug,
Posting the same nonsense again and again does not validate it.
So far you have been unwilling and incapable to back up any of the
bullshit you've been spewing, despite polite requests for proof.
Here are the rules of intelligent debate. When you make a claim, it's
worth nothing without ACCREDITED sources. It's simply an opinion,
drivel that any fool can write on the internet. Do you understand
that? Don't take it personally. I expose idiots all the time. Idiot.

A dinosaur in 2011 who won't face up to his myriad failures and
defects. Easy to piss and moan, eh?



Great vid Dante thank for uploading

Just because you write shit on an online forum, it does not make
that shit true. Until you verify it, YOU, boy, are the fraud. And a liar
and an idiot. We're all waiting.......








@slapperharrris I prefer to let people do that themselves, unlike
your self , they can go to my sight and find plenty, unlike your self
im not trying to force a racist dogmatic lie down their throats with no
evidence to back it up,but ridiculous professional "eye witness
testomony" . ACCREDITED ,, please spare me, by who, but
thankyou my good freind ,youre a perfect example of the ,"shut up
its true ok" set, that resorts to insults the minute sombody asks
"were is the proof" You r onlosingsid
@damnpug,
Opinions are like assholes - everyone has one and they usually
stink, and you, idiot, are a prime example. Still bullshitting with no
ACCREDITED sources, and now you're kissing the ass of the video
poster. You are small, ineffectual and weak, and your grasp of
grammar and spelling may well be worse than your grasp of history.
For the third time, kindly disprove that the Holocaust did not occur.
People are laughing at you. Idiot.
@slapperharrris stop your cracking me up ,most people know it is a
fraud nobody believes the hollow cost lies anymore, my grammer !
now that is weak, and the name calling is pathetic, sad but amusing
@dampslug,
You say: "my grammer." It's spelled "grammar" with an "a."
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I bow to the magnificence of your idiocy. And who says lying,
pretend, neo-nazis incapable of backing up their madness are as
thick as pigshit....? You are comedy gold. Idiot. PS. Any danger you
get me some proof for your ravings? Thanks. Idiot.



There should be allowed no comments to such videos. There are
too many stupid and brainwashed people with access to the
internet.



Nawww, don't they look harmless.



Yes as Slapper say in English "when good men remain silent". That
is exactly why I speak to my brothers and sisters in Mother Europe
of dangers of inmigration. Someone from within political structure
must speak truth. I will do that and I will continue to speak message
and hope that others will stand up and speak truth:
multikulti=keine Kultur=no culture at all and death of Mother
Europe! Wehrt euch alle!



@wankersman1,
Had you been alive during the height of nazi terror, would you have
spoken out on the murder and torture of children? Of course not. A
weak fool of a man like you would have been happy to have
wielded the ax, and then the next day, your bulbous head would
have been on the block. All you speak is gibberish you cannot
verify, and your continual incorrect spelling of "inmigrant" is almost
amusing. You are simply an idiot. No more, no less.



4:57
Emo Hitler lol.



0:48
Dude, i thought that nazies killed gays!




0:50 NAKED. NAKEDNAKEDNAKED. XD
Hitler, kill alot of jews, but Stalin killed more Ukranianes than double
the number of jews killed, it sucks that Hitler has to be seen as the
worlds most cruelest person, if you knew a little more you'd learn
Stalin was far more terrible. And i don''t see how this is "rare
moments", since when was German soldiers eating grapes saposed
to be so rare? Infact all of this isn't rare, and please don't call a
Wehrmacht soldier a Nazi, they're not, their German soldiers, not
some NSDAP or Nazi party



@jimmyxx3,
Stalin and SHITler - both murdering sons of bitches.



@slapperharrris
I got to agree he was a madman when doing his job, but please that
dosn't mean everybody in the Wehrmacht or even the SS was a
murderous madman, my grandfather was in the Wehrmacht and his
letters sent home seems like letters coming from any other ordinary
soldier.



@jimmyxx3,
Therein lies the problem when so-called "good" men choose to
remain silent. This counts for American soldiers in the Middle East
also. Happens all the time........

fantasy world where there's no room for logic. Run along now,
sonny.



@slapperharrris
A Wehrmach soldier isn't called a Nazi u dumbass, look who's
calling me dumb, your pathetic. it isn't rare to find a person with a
relative who was in the Wehrmacht, maby if u get ur head out of ur
moms fucking ass then u'd be able to explore the real world, not
that a little nut brain like you would learn anything for shit.



@jimmyxx3,
And now the angry little boy is losing his temper, using naughty
swear words and mom insults. That, son, may well work for you in
high school, but cuts no ice here. Go to bed and stop jacking off to
nazi videos, junior.



@slapperharrris
Is this all you can come up with, calling me a kid? You're that
dumb? Well I'm sorry for using swear words, but you need to learn
to handle it, you pussy.



@jimmyxx3,
I called you a kid because that's exactly what you are. I was merely
speaking the truth and not attempting to insult you. No adult would
post the shit that you do. And there's no need to apologize for using
swear words - you can swear all you want, as it only re-affirms your
status as an angry child.



@slapperharrris
Yeah well ou don't make any sense because I'm not a kid, infact
your knowledge is less then those of a 5 year old. You simply fail at
learning ANYTHING really, that's why you can only change the
topic to "children". Angry child? Does it seem that way because the
truth is the opposite of what you believe? Or is it because your to
pussy to really actually come up with something else.



@jimmyxx3,
Ankle snapping, yappy dog.
Help mommy with the dishes now. There's a good boy.
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@slapperharrris
You never learn ._. And back to school you go.
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jimmyxx3 3 months ago
@slapperharrris The Western leaders after Hitler´s era, are far
worse then. At least his vue on things was peaceful, he then was
forced to retalliate by necessity and obligation, and that is normal.
Gledelig Jul og en gott nytt Ar! Vrolijke Kerstmis! Feliz Navidad y un
prospero Ano neuvo! Frohe Weihnacht und ein gutes neues Jahr!
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
The more one looks into the 2ww and the hollow cost the more one
sees they have been hoodwinked, thanks for posting
and what's with those guys at 0:49? why they naked?
In the second 30 al second 32, one young "Nazi" was left behind
with the conversion. Hahaha PD: Good video.



@slapperharrris
You keep talking about the Nazi's, not the soldiers, it's the soldiers
in this film I'm talking about, Wehrmacht and Fallschirmjager, not
the Nazi party and the NSDAP.



I love toberone chocolate . the Nazis did such wonderful things for
it's people why not bring back the third Reich hitler wiped
unemployment away in such a short time. Democracy is dead bring
back a fascism



@jammyxxx,
If there's anything worse than a pretend, fake neo-nazi, it's a
passive aggressive, closet pretend, fake neo-nazi......... And please
stop pretending your grandpappy was a deceased nazi soldier.
There's enough of you delusional wackos on YouTube. Or are you
all one and the same?



It's nice to see how nice, clean, crime free and prosperous a
country can be when it's just white people. If Hitler just kept
Germany's borders safe from degenerates entering people would
have lived happily ever after for generations. Every city you get
blacks you have nothing but crime and poverty and trash filled
streets.



@slapperharrris
If i was only pretending i wouldn't be taking any interest in WW2,
many Germans were in the Wehrmacht, the Wehrmach is millions
of people not a couple of what you so call "Nazi's" (which of course
they aren't, your mom is).
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Could anyone help identifying this song? thanks.



@jimmyxx3,
Oh, I get it! Because you take an interest in WW2, this means you
have murdering, nazi relatives? So if you took interest in Genghis
Khan, would this mean you have Mongolian relatives also? You are
simply a very, very confused boy living in a bizarre and twisted
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retener 4 months ago
como se llama la canción?¿
Okay, so 12 men detained today in UK again over plot to attack
Manchester/UK. The 12 are all supposedly inmigrants:
"This is a large scale, pre-planned and intelligence-led operation
involving several forces," Yates said.
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Good luck brothers and sisters in UK as inmigrants let in your
country seek to destroy you, your family, and your society. You now
see fruits of evil poliicies of leftist governments and multinational
corporations who seek to profit from your destruciotn.







@wankersman1, to attribute the rise of Islamic terrorism to the
policies of leftist (or any!) govt. and multinational corporations is
simplistic and idiotic. Its reasons are as myriad as they are
complicated, and cannot be explained in the constraints of a
YouTube post - especially by the likes of you. And what do the
heinous crimes of SHITler and the reich have to do with it?!
You are no more than a crude, ill-educated, rabble rousing, hate
filled populist fool with an axe to grind.
@slapperharrris, Le digo la verdad senor. Perhaps you read Ami
Attorney General Eric Holder's comments today on terrorist who are
"grown at home", no? You are difficult to reason with because you
deny the obvious, such as "the sun rises in the east". I am very
comfortable as former member of leftist government saying leftist
governmental policies have contributed to instability in Mother
Europe. Still I will use your posts as a foil to talk to key issues to
Mother Europe.
@wankersman1,
One minute you attribute the rise of Islamic terrorism to leftist
govts., and then simply "instability."

Aaaaaah, shuddup you illiterate, ill educated, parroting, copy and
paste racist douchebag. Slither back into the crack with your fellow
cockroaches. You are yesterday's man. A relic and non entity. A
skid mark waste of space.
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@slapperharrris You are standard leftist dog. If you cannot refute
message,then you try different angle and seek to tear down/destroy
the messenger. I am unimpressed and will continue to speak the
truth. You are the one who speaks in terms of race and religion, not
I. I speak in terms of nation and geography and of rebuilding the
nations of Mother Europe, what models to follow and what mistakes
to avoid.
Zwangsman1 4 months ago
@slapperharrris Aggressive Islam rises and falls like a wave
throughout history. And you are correct, leftist governments do not
impact the long-term rise and fall of that wave. However leftist
governments by foolish and misguided inmigration policies create
conditions for serious violence to occur against innocent women
and children in Mother Europe. As former member of leftist
government I curse those inmigration policies as they are pure
poison to Mother Europe.
@wankersman1,
Of course I'm correct. This has been obvious from day one..........
little girl, are you Jewish? does it matter? YES





This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
@slapperharrris It is your solemn honor and duty to defend your
homeland against predator invaders. Only you good leftist/ global
multikulti dog would be foolish to call someone who defends his
own home bad names. I once work in leftist government with fools
like you. Europa! Multikulti=keine Kultur=no culture at all
Zwangsman1 4 months ago
@wankersman1,
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Was für wunderbare Momente! Ein solches Deutschland ist
erstrebenswert, das gegenwärtige ist ein Schatten seiner selbst, die
Bevölkerung eine Schande. Was würden wir zu opfern bereit sein
um in einem solchen Deutschland zu leben...







I really want a German SS uniform and a authentic iron cross.
@rice31254 I went as a zombie SS soldier for Halloween. It was
hard as hell to put the costume together. I had to go to 5 different
military antique stores then I had to order the hat overseas for $125.
Needless to say the money I put into this means I'm gonna have to
wear this things for many more Halloweens.
@AcePilot2009 Such nice little inmigrants, they would never hurt
anyone.
@wankersman1,
It's spelled "immigrant", not "inmigrant." What a hate filled, racist
failure and moron!!!!!!

TheSerpentSeedHasWon 4 months ago
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he was a good man

these are rare moments they are only the real moments not shown
.germany was not populated by robot no people and smart ho made
choices for their country not for Britain us or france so is it
considered like an enemy no its just a rival deep down

Starting around the 1:00 minute mark where you see the soliders
goofing around..it reminds me of Allo Allo..
This looks a little like the opening to a sitcom.



sjokolade777 4 months ago
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
Hitler coined the phrase "Big Lie" in the book 'Mein Kampf' to teach
the primitive masses how the jews rule over them thru psychological
operations. The gullible masses fail to comprehend inside their
simplistic minds how the jews are able to implement widespread
fraud which is how jewish absurdities such as the "Bible" and the
"Holocaust" become accepted as genuine over time thru repetition.
Perhaps less than 100,000 jewish deaths resulted from WW2.

Mendori88 4 months ago
Krank!

You're an absolute idiot who has no clue what he's talking about.
How can anyone "reason" with you - making absurd claims, telling
enormous lies, all without a shred of credible evidence or anything
to back it up. Sure, you're entitled to your opinion (unlike during
SHITler's failed reign), but that's all it is - an opinion. No more no
less. Been drinking again...?



This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
JewSA and Sovjet-JewNION were and are stil the powers of evil.
200 millions christians were killed by eastern jews and how many by
western? We will not accept the jewish-islamic conspiracy in the
White World! USA,CND,EU, AUS!88!




This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
@Altreich1937 Im 45 wurde Eure Geschichte vernichtet worden.
Aber stimmt dass es immer noch moeglich ist durch die Fuehrung
eines neuen Deutschlands, eine neue Europa wieder aufzubauen....
Zwangsman1 4 months ago
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
Hitler always preserved as many lives as possible while Stalin
always discarded as many lives as possible. Hitler commenced
Operation Barbarossa unannounced otherwise the Soviets would
have stacked the front lines with Christian peasants to be
conveniently killed. Hitler liberated untold millions who had suffered
enslavement under the British empire while the death blow that
Hitler dealt the communist low-lifes saved 450 million people from
the Soviet bullet to the back of the head.
TheSerpentSeedHasWon 4 months ago
@ilikeamanseedupmybum,
That stormfart copy and paste bullshit is a copy and paste from one
of your other accounts you closed. Yeah, SHITler sure tried to
"preserve as many lives as possible." Especially with his vast array
of death camps hell bent on exterminating millions of innocents.
You really are a spectacular idiot. Run along now, princess, and
take your stormfart copy and paste lies, bullshit and low self-esteem
with you.
@slapperharrris Death Camp is an oxymoron,there was no such
thing,The great and good german people fought a war of defence
This
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@dancrap, you say:
"Death Camp is an oxymoron,there was no such thing ,The great
and good german people fought a war of defence."
Really? So I suppose that Mengele torturing, experimenting on and
murdering children was all lies, and this was based on a: "war of
defence?" And Auschwitz was simply a fable? Or was it no
oxymoron, and you're just simply a hate-filled racist moron? Get out
of here, lightweight.



slapperharrris 4 months ago
@dankrug,
Yes, Auschwitz was simply a fantasy created by evil Jews and the
victorious allies. Hmmmm..... And you say: "The great and good
german people fought a war of defence." The best part about the:
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"The great and good german people fought a war of defence"
gibberish you utter was when THEY themselves were slaughtered
by SHITler, and when Mengele tortured, experimented upon and
murdered all those children. Get out of here, you damn idiot!








@slapperharrris surely you dont beleive that propaganda and you
call me an idiot, But you like the idea of people being slautered,
creep must be jewish
@spamkrug,
Yes, you are an idiot, which is why I called you an idiot. Idiot. And it
only took you two posts to say: "I must be Jewish." Wow! That was
fast. For what it's worth, I am not Jewish, but all you little SHITler
worshipping children invariably refer to anyone that upsets your little
fantasy world as "Jewish." You all have the same scriptwriters? You
deny that Mengele butchered children? And deny the death camps?
Prove it. Idiot.
This comment has received too many negative votes show hide
@slapperharrris Yes, and the proof is everywere, there was no
death camps ,the hollow cost is a hoax,you show me some
"evidence'' because i have never seen anything that shows there
was homicidal gas chambers The fact that the Americans done over
150000 autopsies and not one had been gassed is enough on its
own, Or the redcross report, to say im a racist and then say the
murder of German children was the best thing that happened to the
great and good German people shows you to be a hippacrit
dankrug 4 months ago
@dankrug,
You have denied the existence of Nazi death camps and the fact
that Mengele tortured, experimented upon and murdered children.
Asked to prove it, you simply said: "Yes,and the proof is
everywere", and some nonsense about "Americans" performing

"autopsies." Child, this is not proof - it is you rambling and
expressing opinions based on your weakness and spite. Once
again, please provide proof as to your statements. You can't, can
you? Why? Because you're an idiot.



@slapperharrris
Hey retard, ever heard of David Cole?



@wanfriedchicken,
Hey dratrer, David who? Seriously, boy, you'll have to better than
that if you want to spar......



Sverige, We sorry that Schweden today feel bite of immigrant
predator dogs. I not happy to be prophet but Multikulti = keine Kultur
oder = Tod d. Schwedens= death of Sweden. Unlike 455, the Huns
invaders in 2010 come this time one-by-one...but the danger to
Mother Europe is very real. If not stopped, new Huns will destroy
you, your family, and your land....



This is a wonderful video. What is the song name?



Nazi butts! Hott!!



Historikerin Juliane Schutterle argue that inmigration will be defining
conflict of 21st century. Yes, this is correct. Mother Europe will face
life and death situation with inmigration. Inmigrants' desire and
purpose is try to destroy Mother Europe- nothing less. Do not be
fooled by leftist obsequies. Wacht auf!



Great quality video!



I'm glad the uploader played happy music to footage of the Third
Reich. It was a grand time. Eintausend Jahr Drei Reich!

___________________________________

Canada - Swastika, how a city got its name
A town in Ontario was named 'Swastika' after a lucky Gold strike in 1911.
17 August 2003
Swastika was originally a railway siding for the Temiskaming & Northern Ontario Railway in 1906-07. The town
blossomed in 1911 with the discovery of gold in and around Swastika and in a far off place known as Kirkland
Lake.
Unfortunately for Swastika the Kirkland Lake goldfields grew while the gold mines in Swastika stagnated and
closed after only a few short years. Swastika remained a transportation centre serving the Kirkland Lake until a
branch line was laid through Kirkland Lake to Rouyn-Noranda in the mid twenties.
Today it is a bedroom community within the Town of Kirkland Lake.

Picture of Swastika, in front is the Artist ManWomen
http://www.swastika-info.com/en/startpage.php?article=1061129094
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